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Natural language reflects the affective nature of the human mind. Accordingly,
expressions of affect and opinion appear profusely in natural language utter-
ances — either explicitly or implicitly. Recognizing and interpreting the subjec-
tive information, beyond factual information such as topics and events thereby
constitute an important aspect of natural language understanding. Indeed in
recent years, there has been a great surge of research interest to help computers
understand the subjective side of natural language.
In this dissertation, we explore computational methods that can push the
envelope for sentiment analysis in text. There are two distinctive themes
in our contributions: First, our focus will be on fine-grained opinion analy-
sis, which has been relatively less explored than coarse-grained analysis (e.g.,
document-level classification). Second, the approaches developed in our work
are structure-aware in that we design the inference and/or learning algorithms
reflecting the task-specific linguistic structure. We tackle five different sets of
problems under these themes, and the key results are summarized in the para-
graphs below:
Joint Extraction ofOpinion Elements and Relations: In this work, we present
a system for extracting fine-grained opinion elements such as opinion expressions
and the sources of opinions, and the relations among those elements, using ma-
chine learning techniques and integer linear programming. The extracted opin-
ion elements can then be used as building blocks for various opinion applica-
tions, such as opinion summarization or opinion-oriented question answering.
Joint Extraction of Opinions and their Attributes: We recognize that the task
of determining polarity is related to the task of determining intensity. Based
on this observation, we develop a hierarchical sequential learning technique to
extract opinion expressions and their attributes – polarity and intensity – simul-
taneously.
Polarity Inference in light of Compositional Semantics: In this work, we in-
vestigate methods for fine-grained polarity classification by drawing a connec-
tion to compositional semantics, one of the classic branches of research across lin-
guistics and logic. This work attempts to bridge the gap between theories in
compositional semantics and practical approaches based on machine learning
techniques, by incorporating simple compositional rules based on syntactic pat-
terns as structural inference for the learning algorithm.
Lexicon Adaptation as Constraint Optimization: Although there has been
plentiful research in the creation of lexical resources for sentiment analysis, most
is conducted in isolation from actual applications. As a result, a purportedly
better lexical resource might not lead to better performance when utilized for
a specific natural language application. To address this problem, we develop
a method that adapts a general-purpose polarity lexicon into a domain-specific
one in the context of a specific NLP task, by casting the problem as a constraint
optimization problem using integer linear programming.
Structured local training for coreference resolution: Once we have identi-
fied fine-grained opinion elements in text, we need to determine whether some
of the extracted phrases are referring to an identical entity – namely, corefer-
ence resolution. In this work, we develop “structured local training”, a machine
learning technique based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) that directly
incorporates the interaction between local decisions and global decisions into
the learning procedure. We also propose “biased potential functions” that can
empirically drive CRFs towards performance improvements with respect to the
preferred evaluation measure.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 A Brief Overview
Natural language reflects the affective nature of the human mind. Accordingly,
expressions of affect and opinion appear profusely in natural language utter-
ances — either explicitly or implicitly (e.g. Wiebe et al. (2005), Pinker (2007),
Greene and Resnik (2009)). Recognizing and interpreting the subjective infor-
mation, beyond factual information such as topics and events thereby constitute
an important aspect of natural language understanding. Even the newspaper
articles, whose apparent purpose is delivering factual news, are rich in opin-
ions for two different reasons. First, the content of news frequently includes
news-worthy opinions of notable people or organizations. Second, the partic-
ular choice of wording and syntactic frames often reveal the affective state or
viewpoint of the author toward the topic of the news. As a concrete example,
consider the following headlines taken from three different news agencies:
a. Fact checking Sarah Palin’s [Going Rogue].1
b. Palin’s book goes rogue on some facts.2
c. The AP goes rogue fact checking Sarah Palin.3
Although all of these headlines consist of very similar sets of words, they re-
flect drastically different opinions (i.e., political perspectives) of different news
1CBS News, Nov 17 2009.
2Associated Press, Nov 13 2009.
3www.AmericanThinker.com, Nov 14 2009.
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Figure 1.1: Blame Game (New York Times, 2005)
agencies: the first one conveys a rather neutral voice, while the second and third
convey more pronounced (and opposing) opinions. Can we teach computers to
understand such semantic differences among these titles?
Figure 1.1 shows an example of what we might be able to do using a com-
puter system that can automatically recognize and analyze opinions in text. The
graph shown in Figure 1.1, titled as “Blame Game”, provides a summarized
view of opinions among political figures regarding the natural disaster caused
byKatrina. This particular graphwas constructed manually byNew York Times
in 2005, however, our hope is to have computers read news articles and analyze
2
salient opinions for us.
In this dissertation, we explore computational methods that can push the en-
velope for automatic opinion analysis in text. There are two distinctive themes
in our contributions: first, the focus of problems will be on fine-grained opinion
analysis rather than coarse-grained analysis. Second, approaches explored in
this dissertation are structure-aware. Each of these themes is elaborated in the
next two subsections.
1.1.1 Fine-grained Opinion Analysis
There has been a great surge of research interest in the area of sentiment anal-
ysis and opinion mining (Pang and Lee, 2008). The majority of research in this
area has been coarse-grained analysis, that is, the decision units for analysis are
either at document-level or at paragraph-level. For instance, document-level
sentiment classification (positive or negative) can be viewed as coarse-grained
analysis (e.g. Pang et al. (2002), Blitzer et al. (2007)). Fine-grained opinion analy-
sis on the other hand deals with text spans that are shorter than sentence bound-
aries, such as phrases or grammatical constituents (e.g. Wilson et al. (2005)). To
see a concrete example, consider the following excerpt taken from a blog. 4
[In a statement]OP (=) headed ’The Tyrant Visits Tirana’ carried by the
[Cuban news agency]SRC, [Castro]SRC + TAR slammed [Bush]SRC + TAR for [voicing
support]OP (+) for [Kosovo]TAR’s independence [without the least respect]OP (−) for
the interests of [Serbia]TAR and [Russia]TAR...
4http://balkanupdate.blogspot.com
3
Text spans that correspond to fine-grained opinion elements are annotated with
brackets, where the types of opinion elements are marked by subscripts. Opin-
ion expressions are labeled as ‘OP’, which are the text spans where the opinions
are expressed either explicitly or implicitly. Each opinion expression is also an-
notated with the polarity of the sentiment: ‘(+)’, ‘(-)’, and ‘(=)’ denote positive,
negative, and neutral opinion respectively. The sources of opinions are labeled
as ‘SRC’, which are people or organizations holding or expressing the opinions.5
Finally, the targets of opinions are labeled as ‘TAR’, which are the targets or topics
of opinions toward which opinions are expressed. Note that some of the targets
of opinions are also sources of opinions.
A graphical representation of these fine-grained opinion elements and the
relations among the opinion elements is given in Figure 1.2. Nodes in light col-
ored shapes correspond to the sources of opinions, while nodes in oval shapes
correspond to the targets of opinions. The directed edges represent opinion ex-
pressions, where the direction of the edge indicates the direction of the opinion,
and the color of the edge encodes the polarity of the opinion.
The graph shown in Figure 1.2 depicts the key components of fine-grained
opinion analysis, however, by no means it represents the complete set of prob-
lems that needs to be addressed for fine-grained opinion analysis. There are
other components of fine-grained opinion analysis not specified in the graph,
such as determining the intensity of opinion expressions (i.e., strong opinion
v.s. weak opinion), determining the opinion elements that refer to the same per-
son or organization (i.e., coreference resolution), and summarizing the salient
opinions. In this dissertation, we investigate some of these key problems that
constitute fine-grained opinion analysis.
5Some researchers use the term opinion holders instead of sources of opinions.
4
Figure 1.2: Structure Of Opinion Elements
1.1.2 Structure-aware Approaches
The approaches developed in our work are structure-aware in that we design
the inference and/or learning algorithms reflecting the task-specific linguistic
(syntactic and/or semantic) structure. A significant portion of research in sen-
timent analysis leverages existing techniques that have been well-studied for
NLP tasks that do not aim for sentiment analysis. For instance, the task of
document-level sentiment analysis is typically modeled as a more general text
categorization task. However, as has been shown by a number of researchers,
sentiment analysis creates new challenges that are not found in general text
analysis (e.g. Pang et al. (2002), Wilson et al. (2005)). Therefore, recognizing
task-specific linguistic structure, and incorporating such structure into either
inference (e.g. Pang and Lee (2004), Choi et al. (2006)), or learning algorithms
(e.g. Blitzer et al. (2007)) can significantly improve the performance. This theme
is pursued throughout this dissertation as follows:
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(1) For extracting opinion elements such as opinion expressions and sources
of opinions, and finding links among the two types of opinion elements,
we recognize various interactions among the opinion elements. For in-
stance, each source of an opinion typically links to a single opinion ex-
pression in each sentence. We exploit such interactions by encoding them
as soft and hard constraints for integer linear programming (Section 1.2.1
& Chapter 2).
(2) For extracting opinion expressions together with attributes such as polar-
ity and intensity, we recognize a hierarchical structure among different
tasks. For instance, extracting a positive opinion expression is a part of
extracting any opinion expression, and extracting a strongly positive opin-
ion expression is a part of extracting positive opinion expressions with
any intensity. Also, extracting a strongly positive opinion expression (e.g.
“very cost-efficient”) has a connection to extracting a strongly negative opin-
ion expression (e.g. “very inefficient”) in that words such as “very” can be
used in both positive and negative context to intensify the opinion. We
employ a hierarchical sequential learning algorithm to reflect such hier-
archical structure among different and yet related tasks (Section 1.2.2 &
Chapter 3).
(3) For expression-level polarity classification, we observe the compositional
nature in the way human infer the expression-level polarity based on
word-level polarities and compositional rules that combine polarities in
a bottom-up manner. We incorporate this observation into the learning
procedure by taking the compositional inference rules as a structural in-
ference subroutine (Section 1.2.3 & Chapter 4).
(4) For adapting a polarity lexicon for a domain specific NLP task, we recog-
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nize word-to-word relations and word-to-expression relations concerning
word-level polarity and expression-level polarity. For instance, if a word
appears in positive opinion expressions most of the time, such a word is
likely to carry a positive polarity. On the other hand, if a word associates
with any polarity equally likely, then there is a good chance that such a
word does not carry a distinctive polarity. We encode such observations
as soft and hard constraints for integer linear programming (Section 1.2.4
& Chapter 5).
(5) For coreference resolution, we develop a learning algorithm that exploits
the relationship between local decisions (i.e., coreferent decisions on each
pair of mentions, where each decision is made independently from other
decisions) and global decisions (i.e., coreferent decisions for all pairs of
mentions, where decisions are made simultaneously) (Section 1.2.5 &
Chapter 6).
1.2 Tasks
We now introduce five sets of problems that are tackled in this dissertation. Each
of these will be further elaborated in Chapter 2 - Chapter 6.
1.2.1 Joint Extraction of Opinion Elements and Relations
Although keyword-based, or bag-of-words based approaches have been highly
effective for document-level sentiment analysis, such approaches are unable to
catch subtle differences in perspective like those illustrated in the examples dis-
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cussed at the beginning of this section. Therefore, an important step toward
human-like interpretation of opinion is recognizing fine-grained opinion ele-
ments, such as the opinion expressions and the sources of opinions, as described
in Section 1.1.1. The extracted opinion elements can then be used as building
blocks for various opinion applications, such as opinion summarization (e.g.
Hu and Liu (2004a)) or opinion-oriented question answering (e.g Yu and Hatzi-
vassiloglou (2003), Claire Cardie and Litman. (2004)).
Toward this goal, we have designed and built a system for extracting fine-
grained opinion elements by casting the problem as an information extraction
and relation learning task (Breck et al., 2007, Choi et al., 2006, Choi et al., 2005).
The resulting system (Choi et al., 2006) has been employed by start-up Jodange
(http://www.jodange.com)6, as one of the core components of the company’s
opinion utility that extracts and aggregates opinions from social media.
1.2.2 Joint Extraction of Opinions and their Attributes
Previous research has recognized that determining polarity is closely related to
the task of determining intensity (e.g. Pang and Lee (2005), Mao and Lebanon
(2007), Zhao et al. (2008)), and learning approaches exploiting such relation-
ship between polarity and intensity have shown to improve sentiment analysis.
For instance, recognizing a strongly positive opinion expression (e.g. “very cost-
efficient”) has a connection to recognizing a strongly negative opinion expression
(e.g. “very inefficient”) in that words such as “very” can be used in both positive
and negative context to intensify the opinion.
6It is co-founded by Claire Cardie.
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We hypothesize that a similar benefit can be obtained for fine-grained opin-
ion analysis as well. In particular, our goal is to extract opinion expressions
from raw text, together with their attributes – polarity and intensity. We encode
the relation between polarity and intensity as a hierarchy of classes (i.e., labels
of tags for each token), then experiment with a hierarchical sequential learning
technique (Choi and Cardie, 2010) based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
(Lafferty et al., 2001).
1.2.3 Polarity Inference in Light of Compositional Semantics
Another fundamental operation toward fine-grained sentiment analysis is de-
termining the polarity of sentiments conveyed in opinion expressions. Most
previous NLP research in polarity classification relies on an inference step that
does not resemble the compositional nature by which humans interpret natu-
ral language. For instance, given the news title “EPA Reports Decrease in Toxic
Chemical Pollution”, one would consider it as good news, not because there is
any individual word that directly conjures positive affect, but because the word
“decrease” effectively negates the negative affect of “Toxic Chemical Pollution”
when the larger phrase “Decrease in Toxic Chemical Pollution” is interpreted
(e.g. Moilanen and Stephen (2007)). We realize that such compositional na-
ture in fine-grained polarity inference can be connected to compositional seman-
tics (Montague, 1974), a classic body of research crossing linguistics and logic.
To bridge the gap between theories in compositional semantics and
practical approaches based on machine learning techniques, we investi-
gate computational methods that can combine the goodness of the two
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(Choi and Cardie, 2008). More specifically, we devise simple compositional rules
based on syntactic patterns for determining the polarity of sentiment expres-
sions, and then incorporate the rules as structural inference for the learning al-
gorithm.
1.2.4 Lexicon Adaptation as Constraint Optimization
Lexical resources, a polarity lexicon in particular, has shown to be a critical com-
ponent for fine-grained sentiment analysis, as most of previous research dealing
with fine-grained sentiment analysis starts by building or obtaining a polarity
lexicon (e.g. Kim and Hovy (2004), Kennedy and Inkpen (2005), Wilson et al.
(2005)). As a result, some researchers have focused more directly on the de-
velopment of polarity lexicon (e.g. Takamura et al. (2005), Esuli and Sebastiani
(2006)).
We look at the acquisition of polarity lexicon in a slightly different angle: in
particular, we question how to adapt a general-purpose polarity lexicon for a
specific application and a specific domain of data.
Such a question stems from the practical difficulty one can encounter when
trying to make the best use of existing lexical resources for sentiment-analysis:
although there has been plentiful research in the creation of lexical resources for
sentiment analysis, most is conducted in isolation from actual applications. As a
result, a purportedly better lexical resource might not lead to better performance
when utilized for a specific natural language application. We conjecture that the
basis of the problem is that the meaning of a word in isolation is often not the
same as its meaning in context (Chomsky, 1965).
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In this work, we investigate how to adapt a general-purpose polarity lexi-
con into a domain-specific one in the context of a specific NLP task. In order
to exploit a number of statistical and linguistic clues between words and opin-
ion expressions, we cast the adaptation problem as a constraint optimization
problem using integer linear programming (Choi and Cardie, 2009).
1.2.5 Coreference Resolution
Once we have identified fine-grained opinion elements in text, we need to deter-
mine whether some of the extracted phrases are referring to an identical entity
– namely, coreference resolution. For this task, we develop “structured local
training”, a machine learning technique based on Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) that directly incorporates the interaction between
local decisions (i.e., coreferent decisions on each pair of mentions, where each
decision is made independently from other decisions) and global decisions (i.e.,
coreferent decisions for all pairs of mentions, where decisions are made simul-
taneously) into the learning procedure (Choi and Cardie, 2007).
The key insight is that the optimal gold standard for the local decisions might
not necessarily coincide with the gold standard for the global decisions. This
can happen because some of the local decisions cannot be made correctly based
only on the local information. For instance, it is hard to judge whether a men-
tion of “she” in one sentence refers to the same person as a mention of “she”
in another sentence, without resolving other co-referent mentions that provide
more information. Therefore, we model the (unknown) gold standard for the
local decisions as hidden variables, instead of assuming that the gold standard
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for the local decisions should be identical to the gold standard for the global
decisions.
As a secondary contribution, we propose “biased potential functions” that
can empirically drive CRFs towards performance improvements with respect to
the preferred evaluation measure.
1.3 Related Work
There has been a great surge of research interest in automatic sentiment analysis
and opinion mining in the past decade. In their highly insightful and thorough
survey of the field, Pang and Lee (2008) trace the beginning of research activi-
ties on sentiment analysis based on statistical approaches to around 2001 (e.g.,
Das and Chen. (2001), Tateishi et al. (2001), Tong (2001), Morinaga et al. (2002),
Turney (2002), Pang et al. (2002)).
It seems that it was not until 2003 when researchers started recognizing the
need and the possibilities (e.g. Cardie et al. (2003), Cardie et al. (2004), Riloff
and Wiebe (2003), Bethard et al. (2004), Stoyanov et al. (2005)) for more fine-
grained sentiment analysis that deals with text spans that are shorter than sen-
tence boundaries, such as phrases or grammatical constituents.
Perhaps one of the first work that presented a statistical approach to recog-
nizing fine-grained opinion expressions is the bootstrap method by Riloff and
Wiebe (2003). Some researchers (e.g. Wiebe et al. (2005), Wilson et al. (2005))
employed a simple dictionary look-up method to identify opinion expressions
in order to assist other sentiment-based NLP tasks. Other researchers (e.g. Kim
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and Hovy (2005a), Choi et al. (2006), Kim and Hovy (2006), Breck et al. (2007))
explored supervised learning techniques to learn opinion expressions from hu-
man annotated data.
Bethard et al. (2004) are the first to present a statistical approach to identify
sources of opinions, however, their study was confined to propositional opinion
whose content appears in the propositional argument of a verb that introduces
an opinion. For instance, in the following example,
“I believe [you have to use the system to change it].”
the verb “believe” introduces an opinion whose content is in the propositional
argumentmarkedwith brackets. Other researchers in the subsequent years (e.g.
Choi et al. (2005), Kim and Hovy (2005b), Choi et al. (2006)) looked for sources
of opinions for broader ranges of opinions.
Much of research in sentiment analysis and opinion mining has bloomed
around product reviews (e.g Pang et al. (2002), Morinaga et al. (2002), Dave et
al. (2003), Hu and Liu (2004a), Blitzer et al. (2007)), as product reviews are of
great interest for both users and companies who seek for information from the
web (Pang and Lee, 2008). Another reason that facilitated high research activi-
ties around this type of data that it is relatively easy to harvest a large amount
of data with gold standard without incurring human annotation (e.g. Pang et
al. (2002), Blitzer et al. (2007)).
There have been research around other types of data as well. Some re-
searchers have focused on analyzing newswire articles for opinion analysis (e.g.
Wiebe et al. (2005), Kim and Hovy (2005b), Stoyanov et al. (2005), Choi et al.
(2006), Ku et al. (2006), Fukuhara et al. (2007), Somasundaran et al. (2007b),
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Stepinski and Mittal (2007)).
In comparison to product reviews, newswire data poses unique challenges
as follows: first, the general topics in product reviews are typically restricted to
a certain type of product (e.g. camera). However, in newswire corpus, each doc-
ument can be about any random event, which makes it harder to learn various
lexical items and syntactic patterns that associates with opinion elements. Sec-
ond, in product reviews, the sources of opinions are the writer of the reviews in
almost all cases. In contrast, in newswire articles, there can be multiple sources
of writers within a single document, or even within a single sentence, thereby
requiring the need for identifying sources of opinions. Third, people tend to
be more explicit in expressing opinions in product reviews (e.g “I loved this
movie” or “I hate this camera”) than it is in newswire articles.
Recently, there have been growing interest in analyzing user-created blogs
for sentiment analysis as well (e.g. Adamic and Glance (2005), Chesley et al.
(2006), Eguchi and Shah (2006), Zhou and Hovy (2006), Conrad and Schilder
(2007), Liu et al. (2007), Bautin et al. (2008)). Similarly as newswire articles, the
general topics of blogs are not as confined as product reviews.
Other interesting data for sentiment analysis include medical domain (e.g.
Niu et al. (2005)), meeting transcripts (e.g. Somasundaran et al. (2007a)), and
congressional floor-debate transcripts (e.g. Thomas et al. (2006)).
In this dissertation, we do not pursue automatic identification of targets or
topics of opinions, as the availability of annotated data for targets of opinions
has been rather limited until very recent for open-topic data such as newswire
corpus. Stoyanov and Cardie (2008a) introduced the first annotation of targets
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of opinions for newswire articles, and Stoyanov and Cardie (2008b) investigated
algorithms for topic identification and topic coreference resolution. Defining
and recognizing the targets of opinions in product review domain are generally
considered to be more viable. Indeed, there have been a number of research
that recognize the product features or aspects that correspond specific targets of
opinions (e.g. Hu and Liu (2004b), Popescu and Etzioni (2005a), Snyder and
Barzilay (2007), Titov and McDonald (2008)).
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CHAPTER 2
JOINT EXTRACTION OF OPINION ELEMENTS AND RELATIONS
2.1 Introduction
Information extraction tasks such as recognizing entities and relations have
long been considered critical to many domain-specific NLP tasks (e.g. Mooney
and Bunescu (2005), Prager et al. (2000), White et al. (2001)). Researchers
have further shown that opinion-oriented information extraction can provide anal-
ogous benefits to a variety of practical applications including product reputa-
tion tracking (e.g. Morinaga et al. (2002)), opinion-oriented question answering
(Stoyanov et al., 2005), and opinion-oriented summarization (e.g. Cardie et al.
(2004), Liu et al. (2005)). Moreover, much progress has been made in the area
of opinion extraction: it is possible to identify sources of opinions (i.e. the opin-
ion holders) (e.g. Choi et al. (2005) and Kim and Hovy (2005b)), to determine
the polarity and strength of opinion expressions (e.g. Wilson et al. (2005)), and
to recognize propositional opinions and their sources (e.g. Bethard et al. (2004))
with reasonable accuracy. To date, however, there has been no effort to simulta-
neously identify arbitrary opinion expressions, their sources, and the relations
between them. Without progress on the joint extraction of opinion entities and their
relations, the capabilities of opinion-based applications will remain limited.
Fortunately, research in machine learning has produced methods for global
inference and joint classification that can help to address this deficiency (e.g.
Bunescu et al. (2004), Roth and tau Yih (2004)). Moreover, it has been shown
that exploiting dependencies among entities and/or relations via global infer-
ence not only solves the joint extraction task, but often boosts performance on
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the individual tasks when compared to classifiers that handle the tasks indepen-
dently — for semantic role labeling (e.g. Punyakanok et al. (2004)), information
extraction (e.g. Roth and tau Yih (2004)), and sequence tagging (e.g. Sutton et
al. (2007)).
In this work,we present a global inference approach (Roth and tau Yih, 2004)
to the extraction of opinion-related entities and relations. In particular, we aim
to identify two types of entities (i.e. spans of text): entities that express opin-
ions and entities that denote sources of opinions. More specifically, we use the
term opinion expression to denote all direct expressions of subjectivity including
opinions, emotions, beliefs, sentiment, etc., as well as all speech expressions that
introduce subjective propositions; and use the term source to denote the person
or entity (e.g. a report) that holds the opinion.1 In addition, we aim to identify
the relations between opinion expression entities and source entities. That is,
for a given opinion expression Oi and source entity S j, we determine whether
the relation Li, j
def
= (S j expresses Oi) obtains, i.e. whether S j is the source of opin-
ion expression Oi. In what follows, we refer to this particular relation as the link
relation. Consider, for example, the following sentences:
S1. [Bush](1) intends(1) to curb the increase in harmful gas emissions and is
counting on(1) the good will(2) of [US industrialists](2).
S2. By questioning(3) [the Imam](4)’s edict(4) [the Islamic Republic of Iran](3) made
[the people of the world](5) understand(5)...
The underlined phrases above are opinion expressions and phrases marked
with square brackets are source entities. The numeric superscripts on entities
indicate link relations: a source entity and an opinion expression with the same
1See Wiebe et al. (2005) for additional details.
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number satisfy the link relation. For instance, the source entity “Bush” and
the opinion expression “intends” satisfy the link relation, and so do “Bush” and
“counting on.” Notice that a sentence may contain more than one link relation,
and link relations are not one-to-one mappings between sources and opinions.
Also, the pair of entities in a link relation may not be the closest entities to each
other, as is the case in the second sentence, between “questioning” and “the Is-
lamic Republic of Iran.”
We expect the extraction of opinion relations to be critical for many opinion-
oriented NLP applications. For instance, consider the following question that
might be given to a question-answering system:
• What is the Imam’s opinion toward the Islamic Republic of Iran?
Without in-depth opinion analysis, the question-answering system might mis-
take example S2 as relevant to the query, even though S2 exhibits the opinion of
the Islamic Republic of Iran toward Imam, not the other way around.
2.1.1 Key Ideas
Inspired by Roth and tau Yih (2004), we model our task as global, constraint-
based inference over separately trained entity and relation classifiers. In partic-
ular, we develop three base classifiers: two sequence-tagging classifiers for the
extraction of opinion expressions and sources, and a binary classifier to iden-
tify the link relation. The global inference procedure is implemented via integer
linear programming (ILP) to produce an optimal and coherent extraction of en-
tities and relations.
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Because many (60%) opinion-source relations appear as predicate-argument
relations, where the predicate is a verb, we also hypothesize that semantic role
labeling (SRL) will be very useful for our task. We present two baseline meth-
ods for the joint opinion-source recognition task that use a state-of-the-art SRL
system (Koomen et al., 2005), and describe two additional methods for incorpo-
rating SRL into our ILP-based system.
2.1.2 Summary of Results
Our experiments show that the global inference approach not only improves
relation extraction over the base classifier, but does the same for individual
entity extractions. For source extraction in particular, our system achieves
an F-measure of 78.1, significantly outperforming previous results in this area
(Choi et al., 2005), which obtained an F-measure of 69.4 on the same corpus. In
addition, we achieve an F-measure of 68.9 for link relation identification and
82.0 for opinion expression extraction; for the latter task, our system achieves
human-level performance.2
2.2 The Big Picture
Our system developed in this work operates in the following three phases.
2Wiebe et al. (2005) reports human annotation agreement for opinion expression as 82.0 by F1 measure.
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2.2.1 Extraction of Opinion and Source Entities
We begin by developing two separate token-level sequence-tagging classifiers
for opinion expression extraction and source extraction, using linear-chain Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001). The sequence-tagging
classifiers are trained using only local syntactic and lexical information to ex-
tract each type of entity without knowledge of any nearby or neighboring enti-
ties or relations. We collect n-best sequences from each sequence tagger in order
to boost the recall of the final system.
2.2.2 Link Relation Classification
We also develop a relation classifier that is trained and tested on all pairs of
opinion and source entities extracted from the aforementioned n-best opin-
ion expression and source sequences. The relation classifier is modeled using
Markov order-0 CRFs(Lafferty et al., 2001), which are equivalent to maximum
entropy models. It is trained using only local syntactic information potentially
useful for connecting a pair of entities, but has no knowledge of nearby or neigh-
boring extracted entities and link relations.
2.2.3 Integer Linear Programming
Finally, we formulate an integer linear programming problem for each sentence
using the results from the previous two phases. In particular, we specify a
number of soft and hard constraints among relations and entities that take into
account the confidence values provided by the supporting entity and relation
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classifiers, and that encode a number of heuristics to ensure coherent output.
Given these constraints, global inference via ILP finds the optimal, coherent set
of opinion-source pairs by exploiting mutual dependencies among the entities
and relations.
While good performance in entity or relation extraction can contribute
to better performance of the final system, this is not always the case.
(Punyakanok et al., 2004) notes that, in general, it is better to have high recall
from the classifiers included in the ILP formulation. For this reason, it is not
our goal to directly optimize the performance of our opinion and source entity
extraction models or our relation classifier.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is outlined be-
low. Section 3 describes the components of the first phase of our system, the
opinion and source extraction classifiers. Section 4 describes the construction of
the link relation classifier for phase two. Section 5 describes the ILP formulation
to perform global inference over the results from the previous two phases. Ex-
perimental results that compare our ILP approach to a number of baselines are
presented in Section 6. Section 7 describes how SRL can be incorporated into our
global inference system to further improve the performance. Final experimental
results and discussion comprise Section 8.
2.3 Extraction of Opinion and Source Entities
We develop two separate sequence tagging classifiers for opinion extraction
and source extraction, using linear-chain Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
(Lafferty et al., 2001). The sequence tagging is encoded as the typical ‘BIO’
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scheme.3 Each training or test instance represents a sentence, encoded as a lin-
ear chain of tokens and their associated features. Our feature set is based on that
of (Choi et al., 2005) for source extraction4, but we include additional lexical and
WordNet-based features. For simplicity, we use the same features for opinion
entity extraction and source extraction, and let the CRFs learn appropriate fea-
ture weights for each task.
2.3.1 Features
For each token xi, we include the following features. For details, see
(Choi et al., 2005).
word: words in a [-4, +4] window centered on xi.
part-of-speech: POS tags in a [-2, +2] window.5
grammatical role: grammatical role (subject, object, prepositional phrase types)
of xi derived from a dependency parse.6
dictionary: whether xi is in the opinion expression dictionary culled from the
training data and augmented by approximately 500 opinion words from the
MPQA Final Report7. Also computed for tokens in a [-1, +1] window and for
xi’s parent “chunk” in the dependency parse.
semantic class: xi’s semantic class.8
WordNet: the WordNet hypernym of xi.9
3‘B’ is for the token that begins an entity, ‘I’ is for tokens that are inside an entity, and ‘O’ is for tokens
outside an entity.
4We omit only the extraction pattern features.
5Using GATE: http://gate.ac.uk/
6Provided byRebeccaHwa, based on the Collins parser: ftp://ftp.cis.upenn.edu/pub/mcollins/PARSER.tar.gz
7
https://rrc.mitre.org/pubs/mpqaFinalReport.pdf
8Using SUNDANCE: (http://www.cs.utah.edu/r˜iloff/ publications.html#sundance)
9
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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2.4 Relation Classification
We also develop a maximum entropy binary classifier for opinion-source link
relation classification. Given an opinion-source pair, Oi-S j, the relation classifier
decides whether the pair exhibits a valid link relation, Li, j. The relation classi-
fier focuses only on the syntactic structure and lexical properties between the
two entities of a given pair, without knowing whether the proposed entities are
correct. Opinion and source entities are taken from the n-best sequences of the
entity extraction models; therefore, some are invariably incorrect.
From each sentence, we create training and test instances for all possible
opinion-source pairings that do not overlap: we create an instance for Li, j only
if the span of Oi and S j do not overlap.
For training, we also filter out instances for which neither the proposed
opinion nor source entity overlaps with a correct opinion or source entity per
the gold standard. This training instance filtering helps to avoid confusion be-
tween examples like the following (where entities marked in bold are the gold
standard entities, and entities in square brackets represent the n-best output se-
quences from the entity extraction classifiers):
(1) [The president] s1 walked away from [the meeting] o1, [ [revealing] o2 his
disappointment] o3 with the deal.
(2) [The monster] s2 walked away, [revealing] o4 a little box hidden under-
neath.
For these sentences, we construct training instances for L1,1, L1,2, and L1,3, but not
L2,4, which in fact has very similar sentential structure as L1,2, and hence could
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confuse the learning algorithm.
2.4.1 Features
The training and test instances for each (potential) link Li, j (with opinion candi-
date entity Oi and source candidate entity S j) include the following features.
opinion entity word: the words contained in Oi.
phrase type: the syntactic category of the constituent in which the entity is em-
bedded, e.g. NP or VP. We encode separate features for Oi and S j.
grammatical role: the grammatical role of the constituent in which the entity
is embedded. Grammatical roles are derived from dependency parse trees, as
done for the entity extraction classifiers. We encode separate features for Oi and
S j.
position: a boolean value indicating whether S j precedes Oi.
distance: the distance between Oi and S j in numbers of tokens. We use four
coarse categories: adjacent, very near, near, far.
dependency path: the path through the dependency tree from the head of S j to
the head of Oi. For instance, ‘subj↑verb’ or ‘subj↑verb↓obj’.
voice: whether the voice of Oi is passive or active.
syntactic frame: key intra-sentential relations between Oi and S j. The syntactic
frames that we use are:
◦ [E1:role] [distance] [E2:role], where distance ∈ {adjacent, very near, near, far},
and Ei:role is the grammatical role of Ei. Either E1 is an opinion entity and E2
is a source, or vice versa.
◦ [E1:phrase] [distance] [E2:phrase], where Ei:phrase is the phrasal type of en-
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tity Ei.
◦ [E1:phrase] [E2:headword], where E2 must be the opinion entity, and E1 must
be the source entity (i.e. no lexicalized frames for sources). E1 and E2 can be
contiguous.
◦ [E1:role] [E2:headword], where E2 must be the opinion entity, and E1 must be
the source entity.
◦ [E1:phrase] NP [E2:phrase] indicates the presence of specific syntactic pat-
terns, e.g. ‘VP NP VP’ depending on the possible phrase types of opinion and
source entities. The three phrases do not need to be contiguous.
◦ [E1:phrase] VP [E2:phrase] (See above.)
◦ [E1:phrase] [wh-word] [E2:phrase] (See above.)
◦ Src [distance] [x] [distance] Op, where x ∈ {by, of, from, for, between, among,
and, have, be, will, not, ], ”, . . . }.
When a syntactic frame is matched to a sentence, the bracketed items should be
instantiated with particular values corresponding to the sentence. Pattern ele-
ments without square brackets are constants. For instance, the syntactic frame
‘[E1:phrase] NP [E2:phrase]’ may be instantiated as ‘VP NP VP’. Some frames
are lexicalized with respect to the head of an opinion entity to reflect the fact
that different verbs expect source entities in different argument positions (e.g.
SOURCE blamed TARGET vs. TARGET angered SOURCE).
2.5 Integer Linear Programming
As noted in the introduction, we model our task as global, constraint-based
inference over the separately trained entity and relation classifiers, and im-
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Table 2.1: Binary ILP formulation
Objective function f
=
∑
i (woiOi) +
∑
i (w¯oiO¯i)
+
∑
j (ws jS j) +
∑
j (w¯s jS¯ j)
+
∑
i, j (wli, jLi, j) +
∑
i (w¯li, j L¯i, j)
∀ i, Oi + O¯i = 1
∀ j, S j + S¯ j = 1
∀ i, j, Li, j + L¯i, j = 1
∀ i, Oi =
∑
j Li, j
∀ j, S j + A j =
∑
i Li, j
∀ j, A j − S j ≤ 0
∀ i, j, i < j, Xi + X j = 1, X ∈ {S ,O}
plement the inference procedure as binary integer linear programming (ILP)
((Roth and tau Yih, 2004), (Punyakanok et al., 2004)). ILP consists of an objec-
tive function which is a dot product between a vector of variables and a vector
of weights, and a set of equality and inequality constraints among variables.
Given an objective function and a set of constraints, LP finds the optimal as-
signment of values to variables, i.e. one that minimizes the objective function.
In binary ILP, the assignments to variables must be either 0 or 1. The variables
and constraints defined for the opinion recognition task are summarized in Ta-
ble 2.1 and explained below.
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2.5.1 Entity Variables and Weights
For each opinion entity, we add two variables, Oi and O¯i, where Oi = 1 means
to extract the opinion entity, and O¯i = 1 means to discard the opinion entity.
To ensure coherent assignments, we add equality constraints ∀i, Oi + O¯i = 1.
The weights woi and w¯oi for Oi and O¯i respectively, are computed as a negative
conditional probability of the span of an entity to be extracted (or suppressed)
given the labelings of the adjacent variables of the CRFs:
woi
def
= −P (xk, xk+1, ..., xl |xk−1, xl+1)
where xk = ‘B’
& xm = ‘I’ for m ∈ [k + 1, l]
w¯oi
def
= −P (xk, xk+1, ..., xl |xk−1, xl+1)
where xm = ‘O’ for m ∈ [k, l]
where xi is the value assigned to the random variable of the CRF corresponding
to an entity Oi. Likewise, for each source entity, we add two variables S j and S¯ j
and a constraint S j + S¯ j = 1. The weights for source variables are computed in
the same way as opinion entities.
2.5.2 Relation Variables and Weights
For each link relation, we add two variables Li, j and L¯i, j, and a constraint Li, j +
L¯i, j = 1. By the definition of a link, if Li, j = 1, then it is implied that Oi = 1
and S j = 1. That is, if a link is extracted, then the pair of entities for the link
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must be also extracted. Constraints to ensure this coherency are explained in the
following subsection. The weights for link variables are based on probabilities
from the binary link classifier.
2.5.3 Constraints for Link Coherency
In our corpus, a source entity can be linked to more than one opinion entity,
but an opinion entity is linked to only one source. Nonetheless, the majority of
opinion-source pairs involve one-to-one mappings, which we encode as hard
and soft constraints as follows:
For each opinion entity, we add an equality constraint Oi =
∑
j Li, j to enforce
that only one link can emanate from an opinion entity. For each source entity,
we add an equality constraint and an inequality constraint that together allow a
source to link to at most two opinions: S j + A j =
∑
i Li, j and A j − S j ≤ 0, where A j
is an auxiliary variable, such that its weight is some positive constant value that
suppresses A j from being assigned to 1. And A j can be assigned to 1 only if S j
is already assigned to 1. It is possible to add more auxiliary variables to allow
more than two opinions to link to a source, but for our experiments two seemed
to be a reasonable limit.
2.5.4 Constraints for Entity Coherency
When we use n-best sequences where n > 1, proposed entities can overlap. Be-
cause this should not be the case in the final result, we add an equality constraint
Xi + X j = 1, X ∈ {S ,O} for all pairs of entities with overlapping spans.
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2.5.5 Adjustments to Weights
To balance the precision and recall, and to take into account the performance of
different base classifiers, we apply adjustments to weights as follows.
1) We define six coefficients cx and c¯x, where x ∈ {O, S , L} to modify a group
of weights as follows:
∀i, x, wxi := wxi ∗ cx
∀i, x, w¯xi := w¯xi ∗ c¯x
In general, increasing cx will promote recall, while increasing c¯x will pro-
mote precision. Also, setting co > cs will put higher confidence on the
opinion extraction classifier than the source extraction classifier.
2) We also define one constant cA to set the weights for auxiliary variable Ai.
That is,
∀i, wAi := cA
3) Finally, we adjust the confidence of the link variable based on n-th-best
sequences of the entity extraction classifiers as follows:
∀i, wLi, j := wLi, j ∗ d
where d
def
= 4/(3 + min(m, n)), when Oi is from an m-th sequence and S j is
from a n-th sequence.10
10This will smoothly degrade the confidence of a link based on the entities from higher n-th sequences.
Values of d decrease as 4/4, 4/5, 4/6, 4/7....
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2.6 Experiments – Effect of Integer Linear Programming
We evaluate our system using the NRRC Multi-Perspective Question Answer-
ing (MPQA) corpus that contains 535 newswire articles that are manually anno-
tated for opinion-related information. In particular, our gold standard opinion
entities correspond to direct subjective expression annotations and subjective speech
event annotations (i.e. speech events that introduce opinions) in the MPQA cor-
pus (Wiebe et al., 2005). Gold standard source entities and link relations can be
extracted from the agent attribute associated with each opinion entity. We use
135 documents as a development set and report 10-fold cross validation results
on the remaining 400 documents in all experiments below.
We evaluate entity and link extraction using both an overlap and exactmatch-
ing scheme.11 Because the exact start and endpoints of the manual annotations
are somewhat arbitrary, the overlap scheme is more reasonable for our task
(Wiebe et al., 2005). We report results according to both matching schemes, but
focus our discussion on results obtained using overlap matching.12
We use the Mallet13 implementation of CRFs. For brevity, we will refer to the
opinion extraction classifier as CRF-OP, the source extraction classifier as CRF-
SRC, and the link relation classifier as CRF-LINK. For ILP, we use Matlab, which
produced the optimal assignment in a matter of few seconds for each sentence.
The weight adjustment constants defined for ILP are based on the development
data.14
11Given two links L1,1 = (O1, S 1) and L2,2 = (O2, S 2), exact matching requires the spans of O1 and O2, and
the spans of S 1 and S 2, to match exactly, while overlap matching requires the spans to overlap.
12(Wiebe et al., 2005) also reports the human annotation agreement study via the overlap scheme.
13Available at http://mallet.cs.umass.edu
14co = 2.5, c¯o = 1.0, cs = 1.5, c¯s = 1.0, cL = 2.5, c¯L = 2.5, cA = 0.2. Values are picked so as to boost recall
while reasonably suppressing incorrect links.
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Table 2.2: Relation extraction performance
Overlap Match Exact Match
r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
NEAREST-1 51.6 71.4 59.9 26.2 36.9 30.7
NEAREST-2 60.7 45.8 52.2 29.7 19.0 23.1
NEAREST-10 66.3 20.9 31.7 28.2 00.0 00.0
SRL 59.7 36.3 45.2 32.6 19.3 24.2
SRL+CRF-OP 45.6 83.2 58.9 27.6 49.7 35.5
ILP-1 51.6 80.8 63.0 26.4 42.0 32.4
ILP-10 64.0 72.4 68.0 31.0 34.8 32.8
2.6.1 Baselines
The link-nearest baselines For baselines, we first consider a link-nearest
heuristic: for each opinion entity extracted by CRF-OP, the link-nearest heuris-
tic creates a link relation with the closest source entity extracted by CRF-SRC.
Recall that CRF-SRC and CRF-OP extract entities from n-best sequences. We test
the link-nearest heuristic with n = {1, 2, 10} where larger n will boost recall at
the cost of precision. Results for the link-nearest heuristic on the full source-
expresses-opinion relation extraction task are shown in the first three rows of
table 2.6. NEAREST-1 performs the best in overlap-match F-measure, reach-
ing 59.9. NEAREST-10 has higher recall (66.3%), but the precision is really low
(20.9%). Performance of the opinion and source entity classifiers will be dis-
cussed in Section 8.
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SRL baselines Next, we consider two baselines that use a state-of-the-art SRL
system (Koomen et al., 2005). In many link relations, the opinion expression
entity is a verb phrase and the source entity is in an agent argument position.
Hence our second baseline, SRL, extracts all verb(V)-agent(A0) frames from the
output of the SRL system and provides an upper bound on recall (59.7%) for
systems that use SRL in isolation for our task. A more sophisticated baseline,
SRL+CRF-OP, extracts only those V-A0 frameswhose verb overlaps with entities
extracted by the opinion expression extractor, CRF-OP. As shown in table 2.6,
filtering out V-A0 frames that are incompatible with the opinion extractor boosts
precision to 83.2%, but the F-measure (58.9) is lower than that of NEAREST-1.
2.6.2 Results
The ILP-n system in table 2.6 denotes the results of the ILP approach applied
to the n-best sequences. ILP-10 reaches an F-measure of 68.0, a significant im-
provement over the highest performing baseline15, and also a substantial im-
provement over ILP-1. Note that the performance of NEAREST-10 was much
worse than that of NEAREST-1, because the 10-best sequences include many in-
correct entities whereas the corresponding ILP formulation can discard the bad
entities by considering dependencies among entities and relations.16
15Statistically significant by paired-t test, where p < 0.001.
16A potential issue with overlap precision and recall is that the measures may drastically overestimate
the system’s performance as follows: a system predicting a single link relation whose source and opinion
expression both overlapwith every token of a document would achieve 100% overlap precision and recall.
We can ensure this does not happen by measuring the average number of (source, opinion) pairs to which
each correct or predicted pair is aligned (excluding pairs not aligned at all). In our data, this does not
exceed 1.08, (except for baselines), so we can conclude these evaluationmeasures are behaving reasonably.
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Table 2.3: Relation extraction with ILP and SRL
Overlap Match Exact Match
r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
ILP-1 51.6 80.8 63.0 26.4 42.0 32.4
ILP-10 64.0 72.4 68.0 31.0 34.8 32.8
ILP+SRL- f -1 51.7 81.5 63.3 26.6 42.5 32.7
ILP+SRL- f -10 65.7 72.4 68.9 31.5 34.3 32.9
ILP+SRL- f c-10 64.0 73.5 68.4 28.4 31.3 29.8
2.7 Incorporating Semantic Role Labeling
We next explore two approaches for more directly incorporating SRL into our
system.
Extra SRL Features for the Link classifier We incorporate SRL into the link
classifier by adding extra features based on SRL. We add boolean features to
check whether the span of an SRL argument and an entity matches exactly. In
addition, we include syntactic frame features as follows:
◦ [E1:srl-arg] [E2:srl-arg], where Ei:srl-arg indicates the SRL argument type
of entity Ei.
◦ [E1.srl-arg] [E1:headword] [E2:srl-arg], where E1 must be an opinion en-
tity, and E2 must be a source entity.
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Table 2.4: Entity extraction performance (by overlap-matching)
Opinion Source Link
r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
Before ILP CRF-* w/ 1 best 76.4 88.4 81.9 67.3 81.9 73.9 60.5 50.5 55.0
merged 10 best 95.7 31.2 47.0 95.3 24.5 38.9 N/A
After ILP ILP-SRL- f -10 75.1 82.9 78.8 80.6 75.7 78.1 65.7 72.4 68.9
ILP-SRL- f -10 ∪ CRF-* w/ 1 best 82.3 81.7 82.0 81.5 73.4 77.3 N/A
Extra SRL Constraints for the ILP phase We also incorporate SRL into the ILP
phase of our system by adding extra constraints based on SRL. In particular, we
assign very high weights for links that match V-A0 frames generated by SRL, in
order to force the extraction of V-A0 frames.
2.8 Experiments – Effect of Semantic Role Labeling
Results using SRL are shown in Table 2.3. In the table, ILP+SRL- f denotes
the ILP approach using the link classifier with the extra SRL ‘ f ’eatures, and
ILP+SRL- f c denotes the ILP approach using both the extra SRL ‘ f ’eatures and
the SRL ‘c’onstraints. For comparison, the ILP-1 and ILP-10 results from Ta-
ble 2.6 are shown in rows 1 and 2.
The F-measure score of ILP+SRL- f -10 is 68.9, about a 1 point increase from
that of ILP-10, which shows that extra SRL features for the link classifier fur-
ther improve the performance over our previous best results.17 ILP+SRL- f c-10
17Statistically significant by paired-t test, where p < 0.001.
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also performs better than ILP-10 in F-measure, although it is slightly worse than
ILP+SRL- f -10. This indicates that the link classifier with extra SRL features al-
ready makes good use of the V-A0 frames from the SRL system, so that forcing
the extraction of such frames via extra ILP constraints only hurts performance
by not allowing the extraction of non-V-A0 pairs in the neighborhood that could
have been better choices.
Contribution of the ILP phase In order to highlight the contribution of the
ILP phase for our task, we present ‘before’ and ‘after’ performance in Table 2.4.
The first row shows the performance of the individual CRF-OP, CRF-SRC, and
CRF-LINK classifiers before the ILP phase. Without the ILP phase, the 1-best
sequence generates the best scores. However, we also present the performance
with merged 10-best entity sequences18 in order to demonstrate that using 10-
best sequences without ILP will only hurt performance. The precision of the
merged 10-best sequences system is very low, however the recall level is above
95% for both CRF-OP and CRF-SRC, giving an upper bound for recall for our
approach. The third row presents results after the ILP phase is applied for the
10-best sequences, and we see that, in addition to the improved link extraction
described in Section 7, the performance on source extraction is substantially
improved, from F-measure of 73.9 to 78.1. Performance on opinion expression
extraction decreases from F-measure of 81.9 to 78.8. This decrease is largely
due to implicit links, which we will explain below. The fourth row takes the
union of the entities from ILP-SRL- f -10 and the entities from the best sequences
from CRF-OP and CRF-SRC. This process brings the F-measure of CRF-OP up to
82.0, with a different precision-recall break down from those of 1-best sequences
18If an entity Ei extracted by the ith-best sequence overlaps with an entity E j extracted by the jth-best
sequence, where i < j, then we discard E j. If Ei and E j do not overlap, then we extract both entities.
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Table 2.5: Relation extraction with ILP weight adjustment. (All cases using
ILP+SRL- f -10)
Overlap Match Exact Match
r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
DEV.CONF 65.7 72.4 68.9 31.5 34.3 32.9
NO.CONF 63.7 76.2 69.4 30.9 36.7 33.5
without ILP phase. In particular, the recall on opinion expressions now reaches
82.3%, while maintaining a high precision of 81.7%.
Effects of ILP weight adjustment Finally, we show the effect of weight ad-
justment in the ILP formulation in Table 2.5. The DEV.CONF row shows relation
extraction performance using a weight configuration based from the develop-
ment data. In order to see the effect of weight adjustment, we ran an exper-
iment, NO.CONF, using fixed default weights.19 Not surprisingly, our weight
adjustment tuned from the development set is not the optimal choice for cross-
validation set. Nevertheless, the weight adjustment helps to balance the preci-
sion and recall, i.e. it improves recall at the cost of precision. The weight adjust-
ment is more effective when the gap between precision and recall is large, as
was the case with the development data.
Implicit links A good portion of errors stem from the implicit link relation,
which our system did not model directly. An implicit link relation holds for
an opinion entity without an associated source entity. In this case, the opinion
entity is linked to an implicit source. Consider the following example.
19To be precise, cx = 1.0, c¯x = 1.0 for x ∈ {O, S , L}, but cA = 0.2 is the same as before.
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• Anti-Soviet hysteria was firmly oppressed.
Notice that opinion expressions such as “Anti-Soviet hysteria” and “firmly op-
pressed” do not have associated source entities, because sources of these opinion
expressions are not explicitly mentioned in the text. Because our system forces
each opinion to be linked with an explicit source entity, opinion expressions that
do not have explicit source entities will be dropped during the global inference
phase of our system. Implicit links amount to 7% of the link relations in our cor-
pus, so the upper bound for recall for our ILP system is 93%. In the future we
will extend our system to handle implicit links as well. Note that we report re-
sults against a gold standard that includes implicit links. Excluding them from
the gold standard, the performance of our final system ILP+SRL- f -10 is 72.6%
in recall, 72.4% in precision, and 72.5 in F-measure.
2.9 Related Work
The definition of our source-expresses-opinion task is similar to that of
(Bethard et al., 2004); however, our definition of opinion and source entities are
much more extensive, going beyond single sentences and propositional opinion
expressions. In particular, we evaluate our approach with respect to (1) a wide
variety of opinion expressions, (2) explicit and implicit20 sources, (3) multiple
opinion-source link relations per sentence, and (4) link relations that span more
than one sentence. In addition, the link relation model explicitly exploits mutual
dependencies among entities and relations, while (Bethard et al., 2004) does not
directly capture the potential influence among entities.
20Implicit sources are those that are not explicitly mentioned. See Section 2.8 for more details.
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(Kim and Hovy, 2005b) and (Choi et al., 2005) focus only on the extraction
of sources of opinions, without extracting opinion expressions. Specifically,
(Kim and Hovy, 2005b) assume a priori existence of the opinion expressions and
extract a single source for each, while (Choi et al., 2005) do not explicitly extract
opinion expressions nor link an opinion expression to a source even though
their model implicitly learns approximations of opinion expressions in order to
identify opinion sources. Other previous research focuses only on the extrac-
tion of opinion expressions (e.g. (Kim and Hovy, 2005a), (Munson et al., 2005)
and (Wilson et al., 2005)), omitting source identification altogether.
There have also been previous efforts to simultaneously extract entities and
relations by exploiting their mutual dependencies. (Roth and Yih, 2002) formu-
lated global inference using a Bayesian network, where they captured the in-
fluence between a relation and a pair of entities via the conditional probability
of a relation, given a pair of entities. This approach however, could not ex-
ploit dependencies between relations. (Roth and tau Yih, 2004) later formulated
global inference using integer linear programming, which is the approach that
we apply here. In contrast to our work, (Roth and tau Yih, 2004) operated in the
domain of factual information extraction rather than opinion extraction, and as-
sumed that the exact boundaries of entities from the gold standard are known a
priori, which may not be available in practice.
2.10 Summary of Chapter
In this work, we presented a global inference approach to jointly extract entities
and relations in the context of opinion oriented information extraction. The final
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system achieves performance levels that are potentially good enough for many
practical NLP applications.
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CHAPTER 3
JOINT EXTRACTION OF OPINIONS AND THEIR ATTRIBUTES
3.1 Introduction
Automatic opinion recognition involves a number of related tasks, such as iden-
tifying expressions of opinion (e.g. (Kim and Hovy, 2005a), (Breck et al., 2007),
(Popescu and Etzioni, 2005b)), determining their polarity (e.g. (Kim and Hovy, 2004),
(Popescu and Etzioni, 2005b), (Wilson et al., 2005)), and determining their
strength, or intensity (e.g. (Popescu and Etzioni, 2005b), (Wilson et al., 2005)).
Most previous work treats each subtask in isolation: opinion expression extrac-
tion (i.e. detecting the boundaries of opinion expressions) and opinion attribute
classification (e.g. determining values for polarity and intensity) are tackled as
separate steps in opinion recognition systems.1 Even the seemingly related
tasks of classifying an opinion expression according to its polarity and its in-
tensity have been treated as two orthogonal problems. Unfortunately, errors
from individual components will propagate in systems with cascaded compo-
nent architectures, causing performance degradation in the end-to-end system
(e.g. (Finkel et al., 2006)) — in our case, in the end-to-end opinion recognition
system.
1(Popescu and Etzioni, 2005b) places a weak interaction between the task of identifying opinion expres-
sions and the task of classifying its polarity in that they first identify potential opinion expressions, then
determine the polarity, and then filter out any potential opinion expressions with neutral polarity. However,
the interaction between the two tasks is minimal. Moreover, other researchers (e.g. (Kim and Hovy, 2006),
(Wilson et al., 2005)) believe it is important to retain opinion expressions with neutral polarity.
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3.1.1 Key Ideas
In this work, we present a novel hierarchical sequential learning technique us-
ing Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) that can jointly ex-
tract entities from unstructured text as well as determine their attributes. We
apply the technique to opinion recognition, detecting the boundaries of opin-
ion expressions and assigning values to two of their key attributes — polar-
ity and intensity. Our approach is motivated by the growing body of research
in multi-class classification, which has shown that improvements in perfor-
mance can be gained by exploiting the hierarchical structure among the classes
(e.g. (Cai and Hofmann, 2004), (GuoDong et al., 2006)). These improvements
have also been extended (e.g. in (Fine et al., 1998), (Skounakis et al., 2003), and
(Deschacht and Moens, 2006)) to some of the sequence tagging algorithms that
have worked well for information extraction tasks.
As a result, we hypothesize that the opinion recognition task will reap the
same performance benefits if we jointly identify the opinion expressions, their
polarity, and their intensity via methods that capture the hierarchical structure
among the classes associated with the three different, yet related, natural lan-
guage learning tasks. Because the class hierarchy for opinion recognition does
not form a tree structure (see Figure 3.1), conventional Hierarchical Hidden
MarkovModels (HHMMs) (Fine et al., 1998, Skounakis et al., 2003) are not suit-
able. Also, the iterative top-down approach by (Deschacht and Moens, 2006)
does not seem very suitable for our task, as their approach is geared toward
very deep and large tree structures.
Instead, our approach is based on the hierarchical parameter-sharing tech-
nique proposed by (Cai and Hofmann, 2004) for SVMs and a hierarchical docu-
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Figure 3.1: The hierarchical structure of classes for opinion expressions
with polarity (positive, neutral, negative) and intensity (high,
medium, low)
ment categorization application. We extend their approach here for sequential
learning with CRFs and apply it to the problem of opinion recognition.
3.1.2 Summary of Results
Our proposed approach jointly extract opinion expressions from unstructured
text and determine their attributes — polarity and intensity. Empirical results
indicate that the simple joint sequential tagging approach even without exploit-
ing the hierarchy brings a better performance than combining two separately
developed systems. In addition, we found that the hierarchical joint sequential
learning approach improves the performance over the simple joint sequential
tagging method.
3.2 Hierarchical Sequential Learning
We define the problem of joint extraction of opinion expressions and their at-
tributes as a sequence tagging task as follows. Given a sequence of tokens,
x = x1 ... xn, we predict a sequence of labels, y = y1 ... yn, where yi ∈ {0, ..., 9}
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Table 3.1: Labels for Opinion Extraction with Polarity and Intensity: ‘pos’
stands for “positive”, ‘neu’ stands for “neutral”, and ‘neg’
stands for “negative”.
LABEL 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
POLARITY none pos pos pos neu neu neu neg neg neg
INTENSITY none high medium low high medium low high medium low
are defined as conjunctive values of polarity labels and intensity labels, as
shown in Table 3.1. Then the conditional probability p(y|x) for linear-chain CRFs
(Lafferty et al., 2001) is given as
P(y|x) =
1
Zx
exp
∑
i
(
λ f (yi, x, i) + λ
′ f ′(yi−1, yi , x, i)
)
where Zx is the normalization factor. In order to apply a hierarchical parameter
sharing technique (e.g., Cai and Hofmann (2004), Zhao et al. (2008)), we extend
parameters as follows.
λ f (yi, x, i) = λα gO(α, x, i) (1)
+ λβ gP(β, x, i)
+ λγ gS(γ, x, i)
λ′ f ′(yi−1, yi, x, i) = λ
′
α,αˆ g
′
O
(α, αˆ, x, i)
+ λ′
β,βˆ
g′
P
(β, βˆ, x, i)
+ λ′γ,γˆ g
′
S
(γ, γˆ, x, i)
where gO and g′O are feature vectors defined forOpinion extraction, gP and g
′
P
are
feature vectors defined for Polarity extraction, and gS and g′S are feature vectors
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defined for Strength extraction, and
α, αˆ ∈ {OPINION, NO-OPINION}
β, βˆ ∈ {POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, NEUTRAL, NO-POLARITY}
γ, γˆ ∈ {HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW, NO-INTENSITY}
For instance, if yi = 1, then
λ f (1, x, i) = λOPINION gO(OPINION, x, i)
+ λPOSITIVE gP(POSITVE, x, i)
+ λHIGH gS(HIGH, x, i)
If yi−1 = 0, yi = 4, then
λ′ f ′(0, 4, x, i)
= λ′
NO-OPINION,OPINION g
′
O
(NO-OPINION, OPINION, x, i)
+ λ′
NO-POLARITY,NEUTRAL g
′
P
(NO-POLARITY, NEUTRAL, x, i)
+ λ′
NO-INTENSITY,HIGH g
′
S
(NO-INTENSITY, HIGH, x, i)
This hierarchical construction of feature and weight vectors allows similar la-
bels to share the same subcomponents of feature and weight vectors. For in-
stance, all λ f (yi, x, i) such that yi ∈ {1, 2, 3} will share the same component
λPOSITIVE gP(POSITVE, x, i). Note that there can be other variations of hierarchical con-
struction. For instance, one can add λδ gI(δ, x, i) and λ′
δ,δˆ
g′
I
(δ, δˆ, x, i) to Equation
(3.1) for δ ∈ {0, 1, ..., 9}, in order to allow more individualized learning for each
label.
Notice also that the number of sets of parameters constructed by Equation
(3.1) is significantly smaller than the number of sets of parameters that are
needed without the hierarchy. The former requires (2+4+4)+(2×2+4×4+4×4) =
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46 sets of parameters, but the latter requires (10)+ (10× 10) = 110 sets of param-
eters. Because a combination of a polarity component and an intensity compo-
nent can distinguish each label, it is not necessary to define a separate set of
parameters for each label.
3.3 Features
We first introduce definitions of key terms that will be used to describe features.
• PRIOR-POLARITY& PRIOR-INTENSITY:
We obtain these prior-attributes from the polarity lexicon populated byWil-
son et al. (2005).
• EXP-POLARITY, EXP-INTENSITY & EXP-SPAN: Words in a given opinion expres-
sion often do not share the same prior-attributes. Such discontinuous
distribution of features can make it harder to learn the desired opinion
expression boundaries. Therefore, we try to obtain expression-level at-
tributes (EXP-POLARITY and EXP-INTENSITY) using simple heuristics. In order to
derive EXP-POLARITY, we perform simple voting. If there is a word with a
negation effect, such as “never”, “not”, “hardly”, “against”, then we flip
the polarity. For EXP-INTENSITY, we use the highest PRIOR-INTENSITY in the span.
The text span with the same expression-level attributes are referred to as
EXP-SPAN.
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3.3.1 Per-Token Features
Per-token features are defined in the form of gO(α, x, i), gP(β, x, i) and gS(γ, x, i).
The domains of α, β, γ are as given in Section 3.
Common Per-Token Features
Following features are common for all class labels. The notation ⊗ indicates
conjunctive operation of two values.
• PART-OF-SPEECH(xi):
based on GATE (Cunningham et al., 2002).
• WORD(xi), WORD(xi−1), WORD(xi+1)
• WORDNET-HYPERNYM(xi):
based on WordNet (Miller, 1995).
• OPINION-LEXICON(xi):
based on opinion lexicon (Wiebe et al., 2002).
• SHALLOW-PARSER(xi):
based on CASS partial parser (Abney, 1996).
• PRIOR-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ PRIOR-INTENSITY(xi)
• EXP-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi)
• EXP-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi) ⊗
STEM(xi)
• EXP-SPAN(xi):
boolean to indicate whether xi is in an EXP-SPAN.
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• DISTANCE-TO-EXP-SPAN(xi): 0, 1, 2, 3+.
• EXP-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi) ⊗
EXP-SPAN(xi)
Polarity Per-Token Features
These features are included only for gO(α, x, i) and gP(β, x, i), which are the feature
functions corresponding to the polarity-based classes.
• PRIOR-POLARITY(xi), EXP-POLARITY((xi)
• STEM(xi) ⊗ EXP-POLARITY(xi)
• COUNT-OF-Polarity:
where Polarity ∈ {positive, neutral, negative}. This feature encodes the num-
ber of positive, neutral, and negative EXP-POLARITYwords respectively, in the
current sentence.
• STEM(xi) ⊗ COUNT-OF-Polarity
• EXP-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ COUNT-OF-Polarity
• EXP-SPAN(xi) and EXP-POLARITY(xi)
• DISTANCE-TO-EXP-SPAN(xi) ⊗ EXP-POLARITY(xp)
Intensity Per-Token Features
These features are included only for gO(α, x, i) and gS(γ, x, i), which are the feature
functions corresponding to the intensity-based classes.
• PRIOR-INTENSITY(xi), EXP-INTENSITY(xi)
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• STEM(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi)
• COUNT-OF-STRONG, COUNT-OF-WEAK:
the number of strong andweak EXP-INTENSITYwords in the current sentence.
• INTENSIFIER(xi): whether xi is an intensifier, such as “extremely”, “highly”,
“really”.
• STRONGMODAL(xi): whether xi is a strong modal verb, such as “must”, “can”,
“will”.
• WEAKMODAL(xi): whether xi is a weak modal verb, such as “may”, “could”,
“would”.
• DIMINISHER(xi): whether xi is a diminisher, such as “little”, “somewhat”,
“less”.
• PRECEDED-BY-τ(xi),
PRECEDED-BY-τ(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi):
where τ ∈ { INTENSIFIER, STRONGMODAL, WEAKMODAL, DIMINISHER}
• τ(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi),
τ(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi−1),
τ(xi−1) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi+1)
• EXP-SPAN(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi)
• DISTANCE-TO-EXP-SPAN(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xp)
3.3.2 Transition Features
Transition features are employed to help with boundary extraction as follows:
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Table 3.2: Performance of Opinion Extraction with Correct Polarity At-
tribute
Positive Neutral Negative
Method Description r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
Polarity-Only ∩ Intensity-Only (BASELINE1) 29.6 65.7 40.8 26.5 69.1 38.3 35.5 77.0 48.6
Joint without Hierarchy (BASELINE2) 30.7 65.7 41.9 29.9 66.5 41.2 37.3 77.1 50.3
Joint with Hierarchy 31.8 67.1 43.1 31.9 66.6 43.1 40.4 76.2 52.8
Polarity Transition Features
Polarity transition features are features that are used only for g′
O
(α, αˆ, x, i) and
g′
P
(β, βˆ, x, i).
• PART-OF-SPEECH(xi) ⊗ PART-OF-SPEECH(xi+1) ⊗ EXP-POLARITY(xi)
• EXP-POLARITY(xi) ⊗ EXP-POLARITY(xi+1)
Intensity Transition Features
Intensity transition features are features that are used only for g′
O
(α, αˆ, x, i) and
g′
S
(γ, γˆ, x, i).
• PART-OF-SPEECH(xi) ⊗ PART-OF-SPEECH(xi+1) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi)
• EXP-INTENSITY(xi) ⊗ EXP-INTENSITY(xi+1)
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Table 3.3: Performance of Opinion Extraction with Correct Intensity At-
tribute
High Medium Low
Method Description r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%) r(%) p(%) f(%)
Polarity-Only ∩ Intensity-Only (BASELINE1) 26.4 58.3 36.3 29.7 59.0 39.6 15.4 60.3 24.5
Joint without Hierarchy (BASELINE2) 29.7 54.2 38.4 28.0 57.4 37.6 18.8 55.0 28.0
Joint with Hierarchy 27.1 55.2 36.3 32.0 56.5 40.9 21.1 56.3 30.7
3.4 Experiment
3.4.1 Configuration
We evaluate our system using the Multi-Perspective Question Answering
(MPQA) corpus2. Our gold standard opinion expressions correspond to direct
subjective expression and expressive subjective element (Wiebe et al., 2005).3
Our implementation of hierarchical sequential learning is based on the Mal-
let (McCallum, 2002) code for CRFs. In all experiments, we use a Gaussian prior
of 1.0 for regularization. We use 135 documents for development, and test on
a different set of 400 documents using 10-fold cross-validation. We investigate
three options for jointly extracting opinion expressions with their attributes as
follows:
2The MPQA corpus can be obtained at http://nrrc.mitre.org/NRRC/publications.htm.
3Only 1.5% of the polarity annotations correspond to both; hence, we merge both into the neutral. Simi-
larly, for gold standard intensity, we merge extremely high into high.
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Table 3.4: Performance of Opinion Extraction
Method Description r(%) p(%) f(%)
Polar-Only ∩ Intensity-Only 43.3 92.0 58.9
Joint without Hierarchy 46.0 88.4 60.5
Joint with Hierarchy 48.0 87.8 62.0
3.4.2 Baselines
[Baseline-1] Polarity-Only ∩ Intensity-Only:
For this baseline, we train two separate sequence tagging CRFs: one that ex-
tracts opinion expressions only with the polarity attribute (using common fea-
tures and polarity extraction features in Section 3), and another that extracts
opinion expressions only with the intensity attribute (using common features
and intensity extraction features in Section 3). We then combine the results from
two separate CRFs by collecting all opinion entities extracted by both sequence
taggers.4 This baseline effectively represents a cascaded component approach.
[Baseline-2] Joint without Hierarchy: Here we use simple linear-chain CRFs
without exploiting the class hierarchy for the opinion recognition task. We use
the tags shown in Table 3.1.
Joint with Hierarchy: Finally, we test the hierarchical sequential learning ap-
proach elaborated in Section 3.
4We collect all entities whose portions of text spans are extracted by both models.
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3.4.3 Results
We evaluate all experiments at the opinion entity level, i.e. at the level of each
opinion expression rather than at the token level. We use three evaluation met-
rics: recall, precision, and F-measurewith equally weighted recall and precision.
Table 3.4 shows the performance of opinion extractionwithout matching any
attribute. That is, an extracted opinion entity is counted as correct if it overlaps5
with a gold standard opinion expression, without checking the correctness of its
attributes. Table 3.2 and 3.3 show the performance of opinion extraction with
the correct polarity and intensity respectively.
From all of these evaluation criteria, JOINT WITH HIERARCHY performs the best,
and the least effective one is BASELINE-1, which cascades two separately trained
models. It is interesting that the simple sequential tagging approach even with-
out exploiting the hierarchy (BASELINE-2) performs better than the cascaded ap-
proach (BASELINE-1).
When evaluating with respect to the polarity attribute, the performance of
the negative class is substantially higher than the that of other classes. This is
not surprising as there is approximately twice as much data for the negative
class. When evaluating with respect to the intensity attribute, the performance
of the LOW class is substantially lower than that of other classes. This result re-
flects the fact that it is inherently harder to distinguish an opinion expression
with low intensity from no opinion. In general, we observe that determining
5Overlap matching is a reasonable choice as the annotator agreement study is also based on overlap
matching (Wiebe et al., 2005). One might wonder whether the overlap matching scheme could allow a
degenerative case where extracting the entire test dataset as one giant opinion expression would yield
100% recall and precision. Because each sentence corresponds to a different test instance in our model,
and because some sentences do not contain any opinion expression in the dataset, such degenerative case
is not possible in our experiments.
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correct intensity attributes is a much harder task than determining correct po-
larity attributes.
In order to have a sense of upper bound, we also report the individual per-
formance of two separately trained models used for BASELINE-1: for the Polarity-
Only model that extracts opinion boundaries only with polarity attribute, the
F-scores with respect to the positive, neutral, negative classes are 46.7, 47.5,
57.0, respectively. For the Intensity-Only model, the F-scores with respect to
the high, medium, low classes are 37.1, 40.8, 26.6, respectively. Remind that
neither of these models alone fully solve the joint task of extracting boundaries
as well as determining two attributions simultaneously. As a result, when con-
joining the results from the twomodels (BASELINE-1), the final performance drops
substantially.
We conclude from our experiments that the simple joint sequential tagging
approach even without exploiting the hierarchy brings a better performance
than combining two separately developed systems. In addition, our hierarchical
joint sequential learning approach brings a further performance gain over the
simple joint sequential tagging method.
3.5 Related Work
Although there have been much research for fine-grained opinion analysis (e.g.,
Hu and Liu (2004a), Wilson et al. (2005), Wilson et al. (2006), Choi and Cardie
(2008), Wilson et al. (2009)),6 none is directly comparable to our results; much of
6For instance, the results of Wilson et al. (2005) is not comparable even for our Polarity-Only model
used inside BASELINE-1, because Wilson et al. (2005) does not operate on the entire corpus as unstruc-
tured input. Instead, Wilson et al. (2005) evaluate only on known words that are in their opinion lexicon.
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previous work studies only a subset of what we tackle in this work. However,
as shown in Section 4.1, when we train the learning models only for a subset of
the tasks, we can achieve a better performance instantly by making the problem
simpler. Our work differs from most of previous work in that we investigate
how solving multiple related tasks affects performance on sub-tasks.
The hierarchical parameter sharing technique used in this work has been
previously used by Zhao et al. (2008) for opinion analysis. However, Zhao et al.
(2008) employs this technique only to classify sentence-level attributes (polarity
and intensity), without involving a much harder task of detecting boundaries of
sub-sentential entities.
3.6 Summary of Chapter
We applied a hierarchical parameter sharing technique using Conditional Ran-
dom Fields for fine-grained opinion analysis. Our proposed approach jointly ex-
tract opinion expressions from unstructured text and determine their attributes
— polarity and intensity. Empirical results indicate that the simple joint se-
quential tagging approach even without exploiting the hierarchy brings a better
performance than combining two separately developed systems. In addition,
we found that the hierarchical joint sequential learning approach improves the
performance over the simple joint sequential tagging method.
Furthermore, Wilson et al. (2005) simplifies the problem by combining neutral opinions and no opinions
into the same class, while our system distinguishes the two.
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CHAPTER 4
POLARITY INFERENCE IN LIGHT OF COMPOSITIONAL SEMANTICS
4.1 Introduction
Determining the polarity of sentiment-bearing expressions at or below the sen-
tence level requires more than a simple bag-of-words approach. One of the diffi-
culties is that words or constituents within the expression can interact with each
other to yield a particular overall polarity. To facilitate our discussion, consider
the following examples:
1: [I did [not]¬ have any [doubt]− about it.]+
2: [The report [eliminated]¬my [doubt]−.]+
3: [They could [not]¬ [eliminate]¬ my [doubt]−.]−
In the first example, “doubt” in isolation carries a negative sentiment, but
the overall polarity of the sentence is positive because there is a negator “not”,
which flips the polarity. In the second example, both “eliminated” and “doubt”
carry negative sentiment in isolation, but the overall polarity of the sentence is
positive because “eliminated” acts as a negator for its argument “doubt”. In
the last example, there are effectively two negators – “not” and “eliminated” –
which reverse the polarity of “doubt” twice, resulting in the negative polarity
for the overall sentence.
These examples demonstrate that words or constituents interact with each
other to yield the expression-level polarity. And a system that simply takes
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the majority vote of the polarity of individual words will not work well on
the above examples. Indeed, much of the previous learning-based research
on this topic tries to incorporate salient interactions by encoding them as fea-
tures. One approach includes features based on contextual valence shifters1
(Polanyi and Zaenen, 2004), which are words that affect the polarity or inten-
sity of sentiment over neighboring text spans (e.g., Kennedy and Inkpen (2005),
Wilson et al. (2005), Shaikh et al. (2007)). Another approach encodes frequent
subsentential patterns (e.g., Mcdonald et al. (2007)) as features; these might in-
directly capture some of the subsentential interactions that affect polarity. How-
ever, both types of approach are based on learning models with a flat bag-of-
features: some structural information can be encoded as higher order features,
but the final representation of the input is still a flat feature vector that is in-
herently too limited to adequately reflect the complex structural nature of the
underlying subsentential interactions (Liang et al., 2008).
Moilanen and Stephen (2007), on the other hand, handle the structural na-
ture of the interactions more directly using the ideas from compositional seman-
tics (e.g., Montague (1974), Dowty et al. (1981)). In short, the Principle of Com-
positionality states that the meaning of a compound expression is a function of
the meaning of its parts and of the syntactic rules by which they are combined
(e.g., Montague (1974), Dowty et al. (1981)). And Moilanen and Stephen (2007)
develop a collection of composition rules to assign a sentiment value to individ-
ual expressions, clauses, or sentences. Their approach can be viewed as a type
of structural inference, but their hand-written rules have not been empirically
compared to learning-based alternatives, which one might expect to be more
effective in handling some aspects of the polarity classification task.
1For instance, “never”, “nowhere”, “little”, “most”, “lack”, “scarcely”, “deeply”.
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4.1.1 Key Ideas
In this work, we begin to close the gap between learning-based approaches to
expression-level polarity classification and those founded on compositional se-
mantics: we present a novel learning-based approach that incorporates struc-
tural inference motivated by compositional semantics into the learning proce-
dure.
Adopting the view point of compositional semantics, our working assump-
tion is that the polarity of a sentiment-bearing expression can be determined in
a two-step process: (1) assess the polarities of the constituents of the expression,
and then (2) apply a relatively simple set of inference rules to combine them
recursively. Rather than a rigid application of hand-written compositional in-
ference rules, however, we hypothesize that an ideal solution to the expression-
level polarity classification task will be a method that can exploit ideas from
compositional semantics while providing the flexibility needed to handle the
complexities of real-world natural language — exceptions, unknown words,
missing semantic features, and inaccurate or missing rules. The learning-based
approach proposed in this paper takes a first step in this direction.
In addition to the novel learning approach, we present new insights for
content-word negators, which we define as content words that can negate the po-
larity of neighboring words or constituents. (e.g., words such as “eliminated” in
the example sentences). Unlike function-word negators, such as “not” or “never”,
content-word negators have been recognized and utilized less actively in previ-
ous work. (Notable exceptions include e.g., Niu et al. (2005),Wilson et al. (2005),
and Moilanen and Stephen (2007).)
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Table 4.1: Heuristic methods. (n refers to the number of negators found in
a given expression.)
VOTE NEG(1) NEG(N) NEGEX(1) NEGEX(N) COMPO
type of negators none function-word function-word & content-word
# of negations applied 0 1 n 1 n n
scope of negators N/A over the entire expression compositional
4.1.2 Summary of Results
In our experiments, we compare learning- and non-learning-based approaches
to expression-level polarity classification —with and without compositional se-
mantics — and find that (1) simple heuristics based on compositional semantics
outperform (89.7% in accuracy) other reasonable heuristics that do not incor-
porate compositional semantics (87.7%); they can also perform better than sim-
ple learning-based methods that do not incorporate compositional semantics
(89.1%), (2) combining learning with the heuristic rules based on compositional
semantics further improves the performance (90.7%), (3) content-word nega-
tors play an important role in determining the expression-level polarity, and,
somewhat surprisingly, we find that (4) expression-level classification accuracy
uniformly decreases as additional, potentially disambiguating, context is con-
sidered.
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Table 4.2: Compositional inference rules motivated by compositional se-
mantics.
Rules Examples
1 Polarity( not [arg1] )= ¬ Polarity( arg1 ) not [bad]arg1.
2 Polarity( [VP] [NP] )= Compose( [VP], [NP] ) [destroyed]VP [the terrorism]NP.
3 Polarity( [VP1] to [VP2] )= Compose( [VP1], [VP2] ) [refused]VP1 to [deceive]VP2 the man.
4 Polarity( [adj] to [VP] )= Compose( [adj], [VP] ) [unlikely]ad j to [destroy]VP the planet.
5 Polarity( [NP1] [IN] [NP2] )= Compose( [NP1], [NP2] ) [lack]NP1 [of]IN [crime]NP2 in rural areas.
6 Polarity( [NP] [VP] )= Compose( [VP], [NP] ) [pollution]NP [has decreased]VP.
7 Polarity( [NP] be [adj] )= Compose( [adj], [NP] ) [harm]NP is [minimal]ad j.
Definition of Compose( arg1, arg2 )
Compose( arg1, arg2 ) =
For COMPOMC: if (arg1 is a negator) then ¬ Polarity( arg2 )
(COMPOsition w/Majority Class) else if (Polarity( arg1 ) == Polarity( arg2 )) then Polarity( arg1 )
else the majority polarity of data
Compose( arg1, arg2 ) =
For COMPOPR: if (arg1 is a negator) then ¬ Polarity( arg2 )
(COMPOsition w/ PRiority) else Polarity( arg1 )
4.2 Heuristic-BasedMethods
We start by describing a set of heuristic-based methods for determining the po-
larity of a sentiment-bearing expression. Each assesses the polarity of the words
or constituents using a polarity lexicon that indicates whether a word has pos-
itive or negative polarity, and finds negators in the given expression using a
negator lexicon. The methods then infer the expression-level polarity using
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voting-based heuristics (§ 2.1) or heuristics that incorporate compositional se-
mantics (§2.2). The lexicons are described in §2.3.
4.2.1 Voting
We first explore five simple heuristics based on voting. VOTE is defined as the
majority polarity vote by words in a given expression. That is, we count the
number of positive polarity words and negative polarity words in a given ex-
pression, and assign the majority polarity to the expression. In the case of a tie,
we default to the prevailing polarity of the data.
For NEG(1), we first determine the majority polarity vote as above, and then
if the expression contains any function-word negator, flip the polarity of the
majority vote once. NEG(N) is similar to NEG(1), except we flip the polarity of the
majority vote n times after the majority vote, where n is the number of function-
word negators in a given expression.
NEGEX(1) and NEGEX(N) are defined similarly as NEG(1) and NEG(N) above, ex-
cept both function-word negators and content-word negators are considered
as negators when flipping the polarity of the majority vote. See Table 4.1 for
summary. Note that a word can be both a negator and have a negative prior
polarity. For the purpose of voting, if a word is defined as a negator per the
voting scheme, then that word does not participate in the majority vote.
For brevity, we refer to NEG(1) and NEG(N) collectively as NEG, and NEGEX(1) and
NEGEX(N) collectively as NEGEX.
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4.2.2 Compositional Semantics
Whereas the heuristics above use voting-based inference, those below employ
a set of hand-written rules motivated by compositional semantics. Table 4.2
shows the definition of the rules along with motivating examples. In order
to apply a rule, we first detect a syntactic pattern (e.g., [destroyed]VP [the
terrorism]NP), then apply theCompose function as defined in Table 4.2 (e.g., Com-
pose([destroyed], [the terrorism]) by rule #2).
Compose first checks whether the first argument is a negator, and if so, flips
the polarity of the second argument. Otherwise, Compose resolves the polarities
of its two arguments. Note that if the second argument is a negator, we do not
flip the polarity of the first argument, because the first argument in general is not
in the semantic scope of the negation.2 Instead, we treat the second argument
as a constituent with negative polarity.
We experiment with two variations of the Compose function depending on
how conflicting polarities are resolved: COMPOMC uses a Compose function that
defaults to the Majority Class of the polarity of the data,3 while COMPOPR uses
a Compose function that selects the polarity of the argument that has higher se-
mantic PRiority. For brevity, we refer to COMPOPR and COMPOMC collectively as
COMPO.
Our implementation uses part-of-speech tags and function-words to
coarsely determine the patterns. An alternative implementation could be based
on parse trees. A parse tree based approach might be able to apply the rules
2Moilanen and Stephen (2007) provide more detailed discussion on the semantic scope of negations
and the semantic priorities in resolving polarities.
3The majority polarity of the data we use for our experiments is negative.
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more accurately for some cases, however, there might be other cases where the
parser fails to parse the structure correctly, causing the application of the rules to
fail as well. Because our goal in this work is not to hand-code the best heuristic
rules, we chose the simpler method based on part-of-speech tags. In our sim-
ple implementation, we check the applicability of each rule in the order of #1 -
#7. This ordering is rather arbitrary. If conflicting polarities still remain among
constituents after applying a sequence of rules, and there is no more applicable
rule, then we default to the majority polarity class of data.
4.2.3 Lexicons
The polarity lexicon is initialized with the lexicon ofWilson et al. (Wilson et al., 2005)
and then expanded using the General Inquirer dictionary.4 In particular, a word
contained in at least two of the following categories is considered as positive:
POSITIV, PSTV, POSAFF, PLEASUR, VIRTUE, INCREAS, and a word contained in at least one
of the following categories is considered as negative: NEGATIV, NGTV, NEGAFF, PAIN,
VICE, HOSTILE, FAIL, ENLLOSS, WLBLOSS, TRANLOSS.
For the (function- and content-word) negator lexicon, we collect a handful of
seed words as well as General Inquirer words that appear in either NOTLW or DE-
CREAS category. Then we expand the list of content-negators using the synonym
information of WordNet (Miller, 1995) to take a simple vote among senses.
4Available at http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/∼inquirer/. When consulting the General Inquirer dictio-
nary, senses with less than 5% frequency and senses specific to an idiom are dropped.
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Simple Classification Classification with Compositional Inference
y← argmax
y
score(y) Find K best z and denote them asZ = {z(1), ..., z(K)}
l← loss flat(y∗, y) s.t. ∀ i < j, score(z(i)) > score(z( j))
w ← update(w, l, y∗, y) zbad ← mink z
(k) s.t. loss compo(y∗, z(k) , x) > 0
(if such zbad not found inZ, skip parameter update for this.)
If loss compo(y∗, z∗, x) > 0
zgood ← mink z
(k) s.t. loss compo(y∗, z(k), x) = 0
z∗ ← zgood
(if such zgood not found inZ, stick to the original z∗.)
l← loss compo(y∗, zbad , x) − loss compo(y∗, z∗, x)
w ← update(w, l, z∗, zbad)
Definitions of score functions and loss functions
score(y) := w · f(x, y) score(z) :=
∑
i score(zi) :=
∑
i w · f(x, zi, i)
loss flat(y∗, y) := if (y∗ = y) 0 else 1 loss compo(y∗, z, x) := if (y∗ = C(x, z)) 0 else 1
Figure 4.1: Training procedures. y∗ ∈ {positive, negative} denotes the true
label for a given expression x = x1, ..., xn . z∗ denotes the pseudo
gold standard for hidden variables z.
4.3 Learning-BasedMethods
While we expect that a set of hand-written heuristic rules motivated by compo-
sitional semantics can be effective for determining the polarity of a sentiment-
bearing expression, we do not expect them to be perfect. Interpreting natural
language is such a complex task that writing a perfect set of rules would be
extremely challenging. Therefore, a more ideal solution would be a learning-
based method that can exploit ideas from compositional semantics while pro-
viding the flexibility to the rigid application of the heuristic rules. To this end,
we present a novel learning-based approach that incorporates inference rules
inspired by compositional semantics into the learning procedure (§3.2). To as-
sess the effect of compositional semantics in the learning-based methods, we
also experiment with a simple classification approach that does not incorporate
compositional semantics (§3.1). The details of these two approaches are elabo-
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rated in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Simple Classification (SC)
Given an expression x consisting of n words x1, ..., xn, the task is to determine
the polarity y ∈ {positive, negative} of x. In our simple binary classification ap-
proach, x is represented as a vector of features f(x), and the prediction y is given
by argmax
y
w · f(x, y), where w is a vector of parameters learned from training
data. In our experiment, we use an online SVM algorithm called MIRA (Margin
Infused Relaxed Algorithm) (Crammer and Singer, 2003)5 for training.
For each x, we encode the following features:
• Lexical: We add every word xi in x, and also add the lemma of xi produced
by the CASS partial parser toolkit (Abney, 1996).
• Dictionary: In order to mitigate the problem of unseen words in the test
data, we add features that describe word categories based on the General
Inquirer dictionary. We add this feature for each xi that is not a stop word.
• Vote: We experiment with two variations of voting-related features: for SC-
VOTE, we add a feature that indicates the dominant polarity of words in the
given expression, without considering the effect of negators. For SC-NEGEX,
we count the number of content-word negators as well as function-word
negators to determine whether the final polarity should be flipped. Then
we add a conjunctive feature that indicates the dominant polarity together
5We use the Java implementation of this algorithm available at
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/∼strctlrn/StructLearn/StructLearn.html.
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For each token xi,
if xi is a word in the negator lexicon
then z∗
i
← negator
else if xi is in the polarity lexicon as negative
then z∗i ← negative
else if xi is in the polarity lexicon as positive
then z∗
i
← positive
else
then z∗
i
← none
Figure 4.2: Constructing Soft Gold Standard z∗
with whether the final polarity should be flipped. For brevity, we refer to
SC-VOTE and SC-NEGEX collectively as SC.
Notice that in this simple binary classification setting, it is inherently diffi-
cult to capture the compositional structure among words in x, because f(x, y) is
merely a flat bag of features, and the prediction is governed simply by the dot
product of f(x, y) and the parameter vector w.
4.3.2 Classification with Compositional Inference (CCI)
Next, instead of determining y directly from x, we introduce hidden variables
z = (z1, ..., zn) as intermediate decision variables, where zi ∈ {positive, negative,
negator, none}, so that zi represents whether xi is a word with positive/negative
polarity, or a negator, or none of the above. For simplicity, we let each in-
termediate decision variable zi (a) be determined independently from other
intermediate decision variables, and (b) depend only on the input x, so that
zi = argmaxziw · f(x, zi , i), where f(x, zi, i) is the feature vector encoding around
the ith word (described on the next page). Once we determine the intermedi-
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ate decision variables, we apply the heuristic rules motivated by compositional
semantics (from Table 2) in order to obtain the final polarity y of x. That is,
y = C(x, z), where C is the function that applies the compositional inference,
either COMPOPR or COMPOMC.
For training, there are two issues we need to handle: the first issue is deal-
ing with the hidden variables z. Because the structure of compositional infer-
ence C does not allow dynamic programming, it is intractable to perform exact
expectation-maximization style training that requires enumerating all possible
values of the hidden variables z. Instead, we propose a simple and tractable
training rule based on the creation of a soft gold standard for z. In particular,
we exploit the fact that in our task, we can automatically construct a reasonably
accurate gold standard for z, denoted as z∗: as shown in Figure 4.2, we simply
rely on the negator and polarity lexicons. Because z∗ is not always correct, we
allow the training procedure to replace z∗ with potentially better assignments
as learning proceeds: in the event that the soft gold standard z∗ leads to an in-
correct prediction, we search for an assignment that leads to a correct prediction
to replace z∗. The exact procedure is given in Figure 4.1, and will be discussed
again shortly.
Figure 4.1 shows how we modify the parameter update rule of MIRA
(Crammer and Singer, 2003) to reflect the aspect of compositional inference. In
the event that the soft gold standard z∗ leads to an incorrect prediction, we
search for zgood, the assignment with highest score that leads to a correct predic-
tion, and replace z∗ with zgood. In the event of no such zgood being found among
the K-best assignments of z, we stick with z∗.
The second issue is finding the assignment of z with the highest score(z) =
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∑
iw · f(x, zi, i) that leads to an incorrect prediction y = C(x, z). Because the struc-
ture of compositional inference C does not allow dynamic programming, find-
ing such an assignment is again intractable. We resort to enumerating only over
K-best assignments instead. If none of the K-best assignments of z leads to an
incorrect prediction y, then we skip the training instance for parameter update.
Features. For each xi in x, we encode the following features:
• Lexical: We include the current word xi as well as the lemma of xi pro-
duced by CASS partial parser toolkit (Abney, 1996). We also add a boolean
feature to indicate whether the current word is a stop word.
• Dictionary: In order to mitigate the problemwith unseen words in the test
data, we add features that describe word categories based on the General
Inquirer dictionary. We add this feature for each xi that is not a stop word.
We also add a number of boolean features that provide following proper-
ties of xi using the polarity lexicon and the negator lexicon:
– whether xi is a function-word negator
– whether xi is a content-word negator
– whether xi is a negator of any kind
– the polarity of xi according to Wilson et al. (Wilson et al., 2005)’s po-
larity lexicon
– the polarity of xi according to the lexicon derived from the General
Inquirer dictionary
– conjunction of the above two features
• Vote: We encode the same vote feature that we use for SC-NEGEX described
in § 3.1.
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Table 4.3: Performance (in accuracy) on MPQA dataset.
Heuristic-Based Learning-Based
VOTE NEG NEG NEG NEG COMPO COMPO SC SC CCI CCI
(1) (N) EX EX MC PR VOTE NEG COMPO COMPO
(1) (N) EX MC PR
86.5 82.0 82.2 87.7 87.7 89.7 89.4 88.5 89.1 90.6 90.7
As in the heuristic-based compositional semantics approach (§ 2.2), we exper-
iment with two variations of this learning-based approach: CCI-COMPOPR and
CCI-COMPOMC, whose compositional inference rules are COMPOPR and COMPOMC
respectively. For brevity, we refer to both variations collectively as CCI-COMPO.
4.4 Experiments
The experiments below evaluate our heuristic- and learning-based methods for
subsentential sentiment analysis (§ 4.1). In addition, we explore the role of con-
text by expanding the boundaries of the sentiment-bearing expressions (§ 4.2).
4.4.1 Evaluation with Given Boundaries
For evaluation, we use the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) cor-
pus (Wiebe et al., 2005), which consists of 535 newswire documents manually
annotated with phrase-level subjectivity information. We evaluate on all strong
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Table 4.4: Performance (in accuracy) on MPQA data set with varying
boundaries of expressions.
Heuristic-Based Learning-Based
VOTE NEG NEG NEG NEG COMPO COMPO SC SC CCI CCI
Data (1) (N) EX EX MC PR VOTE NEG COMPO COMPO
(1) (N) EX MC PR
[-0,+0] 86.5 82.0 82.2 87.7 87.7 89.7 89.4 88.5 89.1 90.6 90.7
[-1,+1] 86.4 81.0 81.2 87.2 87.2 89.3 89.0 88.3 88.4 89.5 89.4
[-5,+5] 85.9 79.0 79.4 85.7 85.6 88.2 88.0 86.4 87.1 88.7 88.7
[-∞,+∞] 85.3 75.8 76.9 83.9 83.9 87.0 86.9 85.8 85.8 87.3 87.5
(i.e., intensity of expression is ‘medium’ or higher), sentiment-bearing (i.e., po-
larity is ‘positive’ or ‘negative’) expressions.6 As a result, we can assume the
boundaries of the expressions are given. Performance is reported using 10-fold
cross-validation on 400 documents; a separate 135 documents were used as a
development set. Based on pilot experiments on the development data, we set
parameters for MIRA as follows: slack variable to 0.5, and the number of in-
correct labels (constraints) for each parameter update to 1. The number of it-
erations (epochs) for training is set to 1 for simple classification, and to 4 for
classification with compositional inference. We use K = 20 for classification
with compositional inference.
Results. Performance is reported in Table 4.3. Interestingly, the heuristic-
based methods NEG (∼ 82.2%) that only consider function-word negators per-
form even worse than VOTE (86.5%), which does not consider negators. On the
6We discard expressions with confidence marked as ‘uncertain’.
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other hand, the NEGEX methods (87.7%) that do consider content-word nega-
tors as well as function-word negators perform better than VOTE. This confirms
the importance of content-word negators for determining the polarities of ex-
pressions. The heuristic-based methods motivated by compositional semantics
COMPO further improve the performance over NEGEX, achieving up to 89.7% ac-
curacy. In fact, these heuristics perform even better than the SC learning-based
methods (∼ 89.1%). This shows that heuristics that take into account the com-
positional structure of the expression can perform better than learning-based
methods that do not exploit such structure.
Finally, the learning-based methods that incorporate compositional infer-
ence CCI-COMPO (∼ 90.7%) perform better than all of the previous methods. The
difference between CCI-COMPOPR (90.7%) and SC-NEGEX (89.1%) is statistically sig-
nificant at the .05 level by paired t-test. The difference between COMPO and any
other heuristic that is not based on computational semantics is also statistically
significant. In addition, the difference between CCICOMPOPR (learning-based) and
COMPOMC (non-learning-based) is statistically significant, as is the difference be-
tween NEGEX and VOTE.
4.4.2 Evaluation with Noisy Boundaries
One might wonder whether employing additional context outside the anno-
tated expression boundaries could further improve the performance. Indeed,
conventional wisdom would say that it is necessary to employ such contextual
information (e.g., Wilson et al. (2005)). In any case, it is important to deter-
mine whether our results will apply to more real-world settings where human-
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annotated expression boundaries are not available.
To address these questions, we gradually relax our previous assumption that
the exact boundaries of expressions are given: for each annotation boundary, we
expand the boundary by x words for each direction, up to sentence boundaries,
where x ∈ {1, 5,∞}. We stop expanding the boundary if it will collide with the
boundary of an expression with a different polarity, so that we can consistently
recover the expression-level gold standard for evaluation. This expansion is
applied to both the training and test data, and the performance is reported in
Table 4.4. From this experiment, we make the following observations:
• Expanding the boundaries hurts the performance for any method. This
shows that most of relevant context for judging the polarity is contained
within the expression boundaries, and motivates the task of finding the
boundaries of opinion expressions.
• The NEGEX methods perform better than VOTE only when the expression
boundaries are reasonably accurate. When the expression boundaries are
expanded up to sentence boundaries, they perform worse than VOTE. We
conjecture this is because the scope of negators tends to be limited to inside
of expression boundaries.
• The COMPO methods always perform better than any other heuristic-based
methods. And their performance does not decrease as steeply as the NEGEX
methods as the expression boundaries expand. We conjecture this is be-
cause methods based on compositional semantics can handle the scope of
negators more adequately.
• Among the learning-based methods, those that involve compositional in-
ference (CCI-COMPO) always perform better than those that do not (SC) for
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any boundaries. And learning with compositional inference tend to per-
form better than the rigid application of heuristic rules (COMPO), although
the relative performance gain decreases once the boundaries are relaxed.
4.5 Related Work
The task focused on in this work is similar to that of Wilson et al. (2005) in that
the general goal of the task is to determine the polarity in context at a subsen-
tence level. However, Wilson et al. (2005) formulated the task differently by
limiting their evaluation to individual words that appear in their polarity lex-
icon. Also, their approach was based on a flat bag of features, and only a few
examples of what we call content-word negators were employed.
Our use of compositional semantics for the task of polarity classification is
preceded by Moilanen and Stephen (2007), but our work differs in that we in-
tegrate the key idea of compositional semantics into learning-based methods,
and that we perform empirical comparisons among reasonable alternative ap-
proaches.
For comparison, we evaluated our approaches on the polarity classification
task from SemEval-07 (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007). We achieve 88.6% ac-
curacy with COMPOPR, 90.1% with SCNEGEX, and 87.6% with CCICOMPOMC. 7
There are a number of possible reasons for our lower performance vs. Moila-
nen and Stephen (2007) on this data set. First, SemEval-07 does not include a
7For lack of space, we only report our performance on instances with strong intensities as defined in
Moilanen and Stephen (2007), which amounts to only 208 test instances. The cross-validation set of MPQA
contains 4.9k instances.
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training data set for this task, so we use 400 documents from the MPQA cor-
pus instead. In addition, the SemEval-07 data is very different from the MPQA
data in that (1) the polarity annotation is given only at the sentence level, (2) the
sentences are shorter, with simpler structure, and not as many negators as the
MPQA sentences, and (3) there are many more instances with positive polarity
than in the MPQA corpus.
Nairn et al. (2006) also employ a “polarity” propagation algorithm in their
approach to the semantic interpretation of implicatives. However, their notion
of polarity is quite different from that assumed here and in the literature on
sentiment analysis. In particular, it refers to the degree of “commitment” of the
author to the truth or falsity of a complement clause for a textual entailment
task.
Mcdonald et al. (2007) use a structured model to determine the sentence-
level polarity and the document-level polarity simultaneously. But decisions at
each sentence level does not consider structural inference within the sentence.
Among the studies that examined content-word negators, Niu et al. (2005)
manually collected a small set of such words (referred as “words that change
phases”), but their lexicon was designed mainly for the medical domain and the
type of negators was rather limited. Wilson et al. (2005) also manually collected
a handful of content-word negators (referred as “general polarity shifters”), but
not extensively. Moilanen and Stephen (2007) collected a more extensive set of
negators semi-automatically using WordNet 2.1, but the empirical effect of such
words was not explicitly investigated.
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4.6 Summary of Chapter
In this work, we consider the task of determining the polarity of a sentiment-
bearing expression, considering the effect of interactions among words or con-
stituents in light of compositional semantics. We presented a novel learning-
based approach that incorporates structural inference motivated by composi-
tional semantics into the learning procedure. Our approach can be considered
as a small step toward bridging the gap between computational semantics and
machine learning methods. Our experimental results suggest that this direction
of research is promising. Future research includes an approach that learns the
compositional inference rules from data.
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CHAPTER 5
LEXICON ADAPTATION AS CONSTRAINT OPTIMIZATION
5.1 Introduction
Polarity lexicons have been a valuable resource for sentiment analysis and opin-
ion mining. In particular, they have been an essential ingredient for fine-grained
sentiment analysis (e.g., Kim andHovy (2004), Kennedy and Inkpen (2005),Wil-
son et al. (2005)). Even though the polarity lexicon plays an important role, it
has received relatively less attention in previous research. In most cases, po-
larity lexicon construction is discussed only briefly as a preprocessing step for a
sentiment analysis task (e.g., Hu and Liu (2004a),Moilanen and Stephen (2007)),
but the effect of different alternative polarity lexicons is not explicitly investi-
gated. Conversely, research efforts that focus on constructing a general purpose
polarity lexicon (e.g., Takamura et al. (2005), Adreevskaia and Bergler (2006),
Esuli and Sebastiani (2006), Rao and Ravichandran (2009)) generally evaluate
the lexicon in isolation from any potentially relevant NLP task, and it is unclear
how the new lexicon might affect end-to-end performance of a concrete NLP
application.
It might even be unrealistic to expect that there can be a general-purpose
lexical resource that can be effective across all relevant NLP applications, as
general-purpose lexicons will not reflect domain-specific lexical usage. Indeed,
Blitzer et al. (2007) note that the polarity of a particular word can carry opposite
sentiment depending on the domain (e.g., Andreevskaia and Bergler (2008)).
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Figure 5.1: The relations among words and expressions. + indicates posi-
tive, - indicates negative, = indicates neutral, and ¬ indicates a
negator.
5.1.1 Key Ideas
In this work, we propose a novel method based on integer linear programming
to adapt an existing polarity lexicon into a new one to reflect the characteris-
tics of the data more directly. In particular, our method considers the relations
among words and opinion expressions collectively to derive the most likely po-
larity of each word for the given domain.
Figure 1 depicts the key insight of our approach using a bipartite graph. On
the left hand side, each node represents a word, and on the right hand side, each
node represents an opinion expression. There is an edge between a word wi and
an opinion expression e j, if the word wi appears in the expression e j. We assume
the possible polarity of each expression is one of the following three values:
{positive, neutral, negative}, while the possible polarity of each word is one of:
{positive, neutral, negative or negator}. Strictly speaking, negator is not a value for
polarity, but we include them in our lexicon, because valence shifters or negators
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have been shown to play an important role for sentiment analysis (e.g., Polanyi
and Zaenen (2004), Moilanen and Stephen (2007), Choi and Cardie (2008)).
Typically, the ultimate goal of the sentiment analysis task is to determine
the expression-level (or sentiment/ document-level) polarities, rather than the
correct word-level polarities with respect to the domain. Therefore, word-level
polarities can be considered as latent information. In this work, we show how
we can improve the word-level polarities of a general-purpose polarity lexi-
con by utilizing the expression-level polarities, and in return, how the adapted
word-level polarities can improve the expression-level polarities.
In Figure 1, there are two types of relations we could exploit when adapting a
general-purpose polarity lexicon into a domain-specific one. The first are word-
to-word relations within each expression. That is, if we are not sure about the
polarity of a certain word, we can still make a guess based on the polarities of
other words within the same expression and knowledge of the polarity of the
expression. The second type of relations are word-to-expression relations: e.g.,
some words appear in expressions that take on a variety of polarities, while
other words are associated with expressions of one polarity class or another.
In relation to previous research, analyzing word-to-word (intra-expression)
relations is most related to techniques that determine expression-level polar-
ity in context (e.g., Wilson et al. (2005)), while exploring word-to-expression
(inter-expression) relations has connections to techniques that employ more of
a global-view of corpus statistics (e.g., Kanayama and Nasukawa (2006)).1
While most previous research exploits only one or the other type of relation,
1In case of document-level polarity classification,word-to-expression relations correspond to word-to-
document relations.
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we propose a unified method that can exploit both types of semantic relation,
while adapting a general purpose polarity lexicon into a domain specific one.
We formulate our lexicon adaptation task using integer linear programming
(ILP), which has been shown to be very effective when solving problems with
complex constraints (e.g., Roth and tau Yih (2004), Denis and Baldridge (2007)).
And the word-to-word and word-to-expression relations discussed above can
be encoded as soft and hard constraints in ILP. Unfortunately, one class of con-
straint that we would like to encode (see Section 2) will require an exponentially
many number of constraints when grounded into an actual ILP problem. We
therefore propose an approximation scheme to make the problem more practi-
cally solvable.
5.1.2 Summary of Results
We evaluate the effect of the adapted lexicon in the context of a concrete NLP
task: expression-level polarity classification. Experimental results show that
our lexicon adaptation technique improves the accuracy of two competitive
expression-level polarity classifiers from 64.2% - 70.4% to 67.0% - 71.2%.
5.2 An Integer Linear Programming Approach
In this section, we describe how we formulate the lexicon adaptation task us-
ing integer linear programming. Before we begin, we assume that we have
a general-purpose polarity lexicon L, and a polarity classification algorithm
f (el,L), that can determine the polarity of the opinion expression el based on
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the words in el and the initial lexicon L. The polarity classification algorithm
f (·) can be either a heuristic-based one, or a machine-learning based one – we
consider it as a black box for now.
5.2.1 Constraints for Word-level Polarities
For each word xi, we define four binary variables: x+i , x
=
i
, x−
i
, x¬
i
to represent pos-
itive, neutral, negative polarity, and negators respectively. If xδ
i
= 1 for some
δ ∈ {+,=,−,¬}, then the word xi has the polarity δ. The following inequality
constraint states that at least one polarity value must be chosen for each word.
x+i + x
=
i + x
−
i + x
¬
i >= 1 (5.1)
If we allow only one polarity per word, then the above inequality constraint
should be modified as an equality constraint. Although most words tend to
associate with a single polarity, some can take on more than one polarity. In
order to capture this observation, we introduce an auxiliary binary variable αi
for each word xi. Then the next inequality constraint states that at most two
polarities can be chosen for each word.
x+i + x
=
i + x
−
i + x
¬
i <= 1 + αi (5.2)
Next we introduce the initial part of our objective function.
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maximize
∑
i
(
w+i x
+
i + w
=
i x
=
i
+ w−i x
−
i + w
¬
i x
¬
i
− wααi
)
+ · · · (5.3)
For the auxiliary variable αi, we apply a constant weight wα to discour-
age ILP from choosing more than one polarity for each word. We can allow
more than two polarities for each word, by adding extra auxiliary variables and
weights. For each variable xδ
i
, we define its weight wδ
i
, which indicates how
likely it is that word xi carries the polarity δ. We define the value of wδi using
two different types of information as follows:
wδi :=
Lwδi +
Cwδi
where Lwδ
i
is the degree of polarity δ for word xi determined by the general-
purpose polarity lexicon L, and Cwδ
i
is the degree of polarity δ determined by
the corpus statistics as follows:2
Cwδi :=
# of xi in expressions with polarity δ
# of xi in the corpus C
Note that the occurrence of word xi in an expression e j with a polarity δ does
not necessarily mean that the polarity of xi should also be δ, as the interpretation
of the polarity of an expression is more than just a linear sum of the word-level
polarities (e.g., Moilanen and Stephen (2007)). Nonetheless, not all expressions
2If a word xi is in an expression that is not an opinion, then we count it as an occurrence with neutral
polarity.
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require a complicated inference procedure to determine their polarity. There-
fore, Cwδ
i
still provides useful information about the likely polarity of each word
based on the corpus statistics.
From the perspective of Chomskyan linguistics, the weights Lwδ
i
based on
the prior polarity from the lexicon can be considered as having a ”competence”
component , while Cwδ
i
derived from the corpus counts can be considered as a
”performance” component (Chomsky, 1965).
5.2.2 Constraints for Content-word Negators
Next we describe a constraint that exploits knowledge of the typical dis-
tribution of content-word negators in natural language. Content-word nega-
tors are words that are not function words, but act semantically as negators
(Choi and Cardie, 2008).3 Although it is possible to artificially construct a very
convoluted sentence with lots of negations, it is unlikely for multiple layers of
negations to appear very often in natural language (et al., 1996). Therefore, we
allow at most one content-word negator for each expression el. Because we
do not restrict the number of function-word negators, our constraint still gives
room for multiple layers of negations.
∑
i∈µ(el)
x¬i <= 1 (5.4)
In the above constraint, µ(el) indicates the set of indices of content words
appearing in el. For instance, if i ∈ µ(el), then xi appears in el. This constraint can
3Examples of content-word negators are destroy, eliminate, prevent etc.
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be polished further to accommodate longer expressions wheremultiple content-
word negators are more likely to appear, by adding a separate constraint with a
sliding window.
5.2.3 Constraints for Expression-level Polarities
Before we begin, we introduce pi(el) that will be used often in the remaining
section. For each expression el, we define pi(el) to be the set of content words
appearing in el, together with the most likely polarity proposed by a general-
purpose polarity lexicon L. For instance, if x+i ∈ pi(el), then the polarity of word
xi is + according to L.
Next we encode constraints that consider expression-level polarities. If the
polarity classification algorithm f (el,L) makes an incorrect prediction for el us-
ing the original lexicon L, then we need to encourage ILP to fix the error by
suggesting different word-level polarities. We capture this idea by the follow-
ing constraint:
∑
xδ
i
∈pi(el)
xδi <= |pi(el)| − 1 + βl (5.5)
The auxiliary binary variable βl is introduced for each el so that the assign-
ment pi(el) does not have to be changed if paying for the cost wβ in the objective
function. (See equation (5.10).) That is, suppose the ILP solver assigns ‘1’ to all
variables in φ(el), (which corresponds to keeping the original lexicon as it is for
all words in the given expression el), then the auxiliary variable βl must be also
set as ‘1’ in order to satisfy the constraint (5). Because βl is associated with a
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negative weight in the objective function, doing so will act against maximizing
the objective function. This way, we discourage the ILP solver to preserve the
original lexicon as it is.
To verify the constraint (5) further, suppose that the ILP solver assigns ‘1’ for
all variables in φ(el) except for one variable. (Notice that doing so corresponds to
proposing a new polarity for one of the words in the given expression el.) Then
the constraint (5) will hold regardless of whether the ILP solver assigns ‘0’ or ‘1’
to βl. Because βl is associated with a negative weight in the objective function,
the ILP solver will then assign ‘0’ to βl to maximize the objective function. In
other words, we encourage the ILP solver to modify the original lexicon for the
given expression el.
We use this type of soft constraint in order to cope with the following two
noise factors: first, it is possible that some annotations are noisy. Second, f (el,L)
is not perfect, and might not be able to make a correct prediction even with the
correct word-level polarities.
Next we encode a constraint that is the opposite of the previous one. That is,
if the polarity classification algorithm f (el,L) makes a correct prediction on el
using the original lexicon L, then we encourage ILP to keep the original word-
level polarities for words in el.
∑
xδ
i
∈pi(el)
xδi >= |pi(el)| − |pi(el)|βl (5.6)
Interpretation of constraint (6) with the auxiliary binary variable βl is similar
to that of constraint (5) elaborated above.
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Notice that in equation (5.5), we encouraged ILP to fix the current lexicon L
for words in el, but we have not specified the consequence of a modified lexicon
(L′) in terms of expression-level polarity classification f (el,L′). Certain changes
to L might not fix the prediction error for el, and those might even cause extra
incorrect predictions for other expressions. Then it would seem that we need
to replicate constraints (5.5) & (5.6) for all permutations of word-level polarities.
However, doing so would incur exponentially many number of constraints (4|el|)
for each expression.4
To make the problem more practically solvable, we only consider changes to
the lexicon that are within edit-one distance with respect to pi(el). More formally,
let us define pi′(el) to be the set of content words appearing in el, together with
the most likely polarity proposed by a modified polarity lexicon L′. Then we
need to consider all pi′(el) such that |pi′(el) ∩ pi(el)| = |pi(el)| − 1. There are (4 − 1)|el|
number of different pi′(el), and we index them as pi′k(el). We then add following
constraints similarly as equation (5.5) & (5.6):
∑
xδ
i
∈pi′
k
(el)
xδi <= |pi
′
k(el)| − 1 + β(l,k) (5.7)
if the polarity classification algorithm f (·) makes an incorrect prediction based
on pi′
k
(el). And,
∑
xδ
i
∈pi′
k
(el)
xδi >= |pi
′
k(el)| − |pi
′
k(el)|β(l,k) (5.8)
4For certain simple polarity classification algorithm f (el ,L), it is possible to write polynomially many
number of constraints. However our approach intends to be more general by treating f (el ,L) as a black
box, so that algorithms that do not factor nicely can also be considered as an option.
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if the polarity classification algorithm f (·) makes a correct prediction based on
pi′
k
(el). Remember that none of the constraints (5.5) - (5.8) enforces assignment
pi(el) or pi′k(el) as a hard constraint. In order to enforce at least one of them to be
chosen, we add the following constraint:
∑
xδ
i
∈pi(el)
xδi >= |pi(el)| − 1 (5.9)
This constraint ensures that the modified lexicon L′ is not drastically dif-
ferent from L. Assuming that the initial lexicon L is a reasonably good one,
constraining the search space for L′ will regulate that L′ does not turn into a
degenerative one that overfits to the current corpus C.
5.2.4 Objective Function
Finally, we introduce our full objective function.
maximize
∑
i
(
w+i x
+
i + w
=
i x
=
i
+ w−i x
−
i + w
¬
i x
¬
i
− wααi
)
−
∑
l
wβρlβl
−
∑
l,k
wβρ(l,k)β(l,k) (5.10)
We have already described the first part of the objective function (equation
(5.3)), thus we only describe the last two terms here. wβ is defined similarly as
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wα; it is a constant weight that applies for any auxiliary binary variable βl and
β(l,k).
We further define ρl and ρ(l,k) as secondary weights, or amplifiers to adjust the
constant weight wβ. To enlighten the motivation behind the amplifiers ρl and
ρ(l,k), we bring out the following observations:
1. Among the incorrect predictions for expression-level polarity classifica-
tion, some are more incorrect than the other. For instance, classifying pos-
itive class to negative class is more wrong than classifying positive class
to neutral class. Therefore, the cost of not fixing very incorrect predictions
should be higher than the cost of not fixing less incorrect predictions. (See
[R2] and [R3] in Table 5.1.)
2. If the current assignment pi(el) for expression el yields a correct prediction
using the classifier y(el,L), then there is not much point in changing L to
L′, even if y(el,L′) also yields a correct prediction. In this case, we would
like to assign slightly higher confidence in the original lexicon L then the
new one L′. (See [R1] in Table 5.1.)
3. Likewise, if the current assignment pi(el) for expression el yields an incor-
rect prediction using the classifier y(el,L), then there is not much point
in changing L to L′, if y(el,L′) also yields an equally incorrect prediction.
Again we assign slightly higher confidence in the original lexicon L than
the new one L′ in such cases. (Compare each row in [R2] with a corre-
sponding row in [R3] in Table 5.1.)
To summarize, for correct predictions, the degree of ρ determines the degree
of cost of (undesirably) altering the current lexicon for el. For incorrect predic-
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Table 5.1: The value of amplifiers ρl and ρ(l,k).
[R1] If pi(el) correct ρl ← 1.5
If pi′
k
(el) correct ρ(l,k) ← 1.0
[R2] If pi(el) very incorrect ρl ← 1.0
If pi(el) less incorrect ρl ← 0.5
[R3] If pi′
k
(el) very incorrect ρ(l,k) ← 1.5
If pi′
k
(el) less incorrect ρ(l,k) ← 1.0
tions, the degree of ρ determines the degree of cost of not fixing the current
lexicon for el.
5.3 Experiments
In the experiment section, we seek for answers for the following questions:
Q1 What is the effect of a polarity lexicon on the expression-level polarity clas-
sification task? In particular, is it useful when using a machine learning
technique that might be able to learn the necessary polarity information
just based on the words in the training data, without consulting a dictio-
nary? (Section 3.1)
Q2 What is the effect of an adapted polarity lexicon on the expression-level
polarity classification task? (Section 3.2)
Notice that we include the neutral polarity in the polarity classification. It makes
our task much harder (e.g., Wilson et al. (2009)) than those that assume inputs
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are guaranteed to be either strongly positive or negative (e.g., Pang et al. (2002),
Choi and Cardie (2008)). But in practice, one cannot expect that a given input
is strongly polar, as automatically extracted opinions are bound to be noisy.
Furthermore, Wiebe et al. (2005) discuss that some opinion expressions do carry
a neutral polarity.
We experiment with the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA)
corpus (Wiebe et al., 2005) for evaluation. It contains 535 newswire documents
annotated with phrase-level subjectivity information. We evaluate on all opin-
ion expressions that are known to have high level of inter-annotator agreement.
That is, we include opinions with intensity marked as ‘medium’ or higher, and
exclude those with annotation confidence marked as ‘uncertain’. To focus our
study on the direct influence of the polarity lexicon upon the sentiment classifi-
cation task, we assume the boundaries of the expressions are given. However,
our approach can be readily used in tandem with a system that extracts opinion
expressions (e.g., Kim and Hovy (2005a), Breck et al. (2007)). Performance is
reported using 10-fold cross-validation on 400 documents, and a separate 135
documents were used as a development set. For the general-purpose polarity
lexicon, we expand the polarity lexicon of Wilson et al. (2005) with General In-
quirer dictionary as suggested by Choi and Cardie (2008).
We report the performance in two measures: accuracy for 3-way classifica-
tion, and average error distance. The reasonwhywe consider average error distance
is because classifying a positive class into a negative class is worse than classi-
fying a positive class into a neutral one. We define the error distance between
‘neutral’ class and any other class as 1, while the error distance between ‘pos-
itive’ class and ‘negative’ class as 2. If a predicted polarity is correct, then the
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error distance is 0. We compute the error distance of each prediction and take
the average over all predictions in the test data.
5.3.1 Effect of a Polarity Lexicon
To verify the effect of a polarity lexicon on the expression-level polarity classi-
fication task, we experiment with simple classification-based machine learning
technique. We use the Mallet (McCallum, 2002) implementation of Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001).5 To highlight the influence of a po-
larity lexicon, we compare the performance of CRFs with and without features
derived from polarity lexicons.
Features: We encode basic features as words and lemmas for all content words
in the given expression. The performance of CRFs using only the basic features
are given in the first row of the Table 5.2. Next we encode features derived from
polarity lexicons as follows.
• The output of Vote & Flip algorithm. (Section 3.2 & Figure 5.2.)
• Number of positive, neutral, negative, and negators in the given expres-
sion.
• Number of positive (or negative) words in conjunction with number of
negators.
• (boolean) Whether the number of positive words dominates negative
ones.
5We use the CRF implementation of Mallet (McCallum, 2002) with Markov-order 0, which is equivalent
to Maximum Entropy models (Berger et al., 1996).
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Table 5.2: Effect of a polarity lexicon on expression-level classification us-
ing CRFs
Accuracy Avg. Error Distance
Without Lexicon 63.9 0.440
With Lexicon 70.4 0.334
• (boolean) Whether the number of negative words dominates positive
ones.
• (boolean) None of the above two cases
• Each of the above three boolean values in conjunction with the number of
negators.
Results: Table 5.2 shows the performance of CRFs with and without fea-
tures that consult the general-purpose lexicon. As expected, CRFs can per-
form reasonably well (accuracy = 63.9%) even without consulting the dictio-
nary, by learning directly from the data. However, having the polarity lexicon
boosts the performance significantly (accuracy = 70.4%), demonstrating that lex-
ical resources are very helpful for fine-grained sentiment analysis. The differ-
ence in performance is statistically significant by paired t-test for both accuracy
(p < 0.01) and average error distance (p < 0.01).
5.3.2 Effect of Adapting a Polarity Lexicon
In this section, we assess the quality of the adapted lexicon in the context of
an expression-level polarity classification task. In order to perform the lexicon
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For each expression ei,
nPositive ← # of positive words in ei
nNeutral← # of neutral words in ei
nNegative← # of negative words in ei
nNegator ← # of negating words in ei
if (nNegator % 2 = 0)
then f FlipPolarity← f alse
else
then f FlipPolarity← true
if (nPositive > nNegative) & ¬ f FlipPolarity
then Polarity(ei)← positive
else if (nPositive > nNegative) & f FlipPolarity
then Polarity(ei)← negative
else if (nPositive < nNegative) & ¬ f FlipPolarity
then Polarity(ei)← negative
else if (nPositive < nNegative) & f FlipPolarity
then Polarity(ei)← neutral
else if nNeutral > 0
then Polarity(ei)← neutral
else
then Polarity(ei)← de f ault polarity (the most
prominent polarity in the corpus)
Figure 5.2: Vote & Flip Algorithm
adaptation via ILP, we need an expression-level polarity classification algorithm
f (el,L) as described in Section 2. According to Choi and Cardie (2008), voting
algorithms that recognize content-word negators achieve a competitive perfor-
mance, so we will use a variant of it for simplicity. Because none of the algo-
rithms proposed by Choi and Cardie (2008) is designed to handle the neutral
polarity, we invent our own version as shown in Figure 5.2.
It might look a bit complex at first glance, but the intuition is simple. The
variable f FlipPolarity determines whether we need to flip the overall majority
polarity based on the number of negators in the given expression. If the positive
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(or negative) polarity words dominate the given expression, and if there is no
need to flip the majority polarity, then we take the positive (or negative) polarity
as the overall polarity. If the positive (or negative) polarity words dominate the
given expression, and if we need to flip the majority polarity, then we take the
negative (or neutral) polarity as the overall polarity.
Notice that the result of flipping the negative polarity is neutral, not positive.
In our pilot study, we found that this strategy works better than flipping the
negative polarity to positive.6 Finally, if the number of positive words and the
negative words tie, and there is any neutral word, then we assign the neutral
polarity. In this case, we don’t worry if there is a negator, because flipping a
neutral polarity would still result in a neutral polarity. If none of above condi-
tion is met, than we default to the most prominent polarity of the data, which
is the negative polarity in the MPQA corpus. We name this simple algorithm as
Vote & Flip algorithm. The performance is shown in the first row in Table 2.
Next we describe the implementation part of the ILP. For 10 fold-cross vali-
dation, we formulate the ILP problem using the training data (360 documents),
and then test the effect of the adapted lexicon on the remaining 40 documents.
We include only those content words that appeared more than 3 times in the
training data. From the pilot test using the development set, we picked the
value of wβ as 0.1. We found that having the auxiliary variables αl which al-
low more than one polarity per word does not necessarily help with the per-
formance, so we omitted them. We suspect it is because the polarity classifiers
we experimented with is not highly capable of disambiguating different lexical
usages and select the right polarity for a given context. We use CPLEX integer
6This finding is not surprising. For instance, if we consider the polarity of ”She did not get hurt much
from the accident.”, it can be viewed as neutral; although it is good that one did not hurt much, it is still bad
that there was an accident. Hence it gives a mixed feeling, which corresponds to the neutral polarity.
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programming solver to solve our ILP problems. On a machine with 4GHz CPU,
it took several minutes to solve each ILP problem.
In order to assess the effect of the adapted lexicon using CRFs, we need
to first train the CRFs model. Using the same training set used for the lexi-
con adaptation would be suboptimal, because the features generated from the
adapted lexicon will be unrealistically good in that particular data. Therefore,
we prepared a separate training data for CRFs using 135 documents from the
development set.
Results: Table 5.3 shows the comparison of the original lexicon and the
adapted lexicon in terms of polarity classification performance using the Vote &
Flip algorithm. The adapted lexicon improves the accuracy as well as reducing
the average error distance. The difference in performance is statistically signif-
icant by paired t-test for both accuracy (p < 0.01) and average error distance
(p < 0.01).
Table 5.4 shows the comparison of the original lexicon and the adapted lex-
icon using CRFs. The improvement is not as substantial as that of Vote & Flip
algorithm but the difference in performance is also statistically significant for
both accuracy (p = 0.03) and average error distance (p = 0.04).
5.4 Related Work
There are a number of previous work that focus on building polarity lexicons
(e.g., Takamura et al. (2005), Kaji and Kitsuregawa (2007), Rao and Ravichan-
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Table 5.3: Effect of an adapted polarity lexicon on expression-level classi-
fication using the Vote & Flip Algorithm
Accuracy Avg. Error Distance
Original Lexicon 64.2 0.395
Adapted Lexicon 67.0 0.365
Table 5.4: Effect of an adapted polarity lexicon on expression-level classi-
fication using CRFs
Accuracy Avg. Error Distance
Original Lexicon 70.4 0.334
Adapted Lexicon 71.2 0.327
dran (2009)). But most of them evaluated their lexicon in isolation from any
potentially relevant NLP task, and it is unclear how the new lexicon might af-
fect end-to-end performance of a concrete NLP application. Our work differs in
that we try to draw a bridge between general purpose lexical resources and a
domain-specific NLP application.
Kim and Hovy (2005a) and Banea et al. (2008) present bootstrapping meth-
ods to construct a subjectivity lexicon and measure the effect of the new lexicon
for sentence-level subjectivity classification. However, their lexicons only tell
whether a word is a subjective one, but not the polarity of the sentiment. Fur-
thermore, the construction of lexicon is still an isolated step from the classifica-
tion task. Our work on the other hand allows the classification task to directly
influence the construction of lexicon, enabling the lexicon to be adapted for a
concrete NLP application and for a specific domain.
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Wilson et al. (2005) pioneered the expression-level polarity classification task
using the MPQA corpus. The experimental results are not directly comparable
to ours, because Wilson et al. (2005) limit the evaluation only for the words
that appeared in their polarity lexicon. Choi and Cardie (2008) also focus on
the expression-level polarity classification, but their evaluation setting is not
as practical as ours in that they assume the inputs are guaranteed to be either
strongly positive or negative.
5.5 Summary of Chapter
In this work, we present a novel lexicon adaptation technique based on integer
linear programming to reflect the characteristics of the domain more directly.
In particular, our method collectively considers the relations among words and
opinion expressions to derive the most likely polarity of each lexical item for the
given domain. We evaluate the effect of our lexicon adaptation technique in the
context of a concrete NLP application: expression-level polarity classification.
The positive results from our experiments encourage further research for lexical
resource adaptation techniques.
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CHAPTER 6
COREFERENCE RESOLUTION
6.1 Introduction
Undirected graphical models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
(Lafferty et al., 2001) have shown great success for problems involving struc-
tured output variables (e.g. Wellner et al. (2004), Finkel et al. (2005)). For many
real-world NLP applications, however, the required graph structure can be
very complex, and computing the global normalization factor even approxi-
mately can be extremely hard. Previous approaches for training CRFs have
either (1) opted for a training method that no longer maximizes the likeli-
hood, (e.g. McCallum and Wellner (2004), Roth and Yih (2005)) 1, or (2) opted
for a simplified graph structure to avoid intractable global normalization (e.g.
(Roth and Yih, 2005), (Wellner et al., 2004)).
Solutions of the first type replace the computation of the global normal-
ization factor
∑
y p(y|x) with argmaxy p(y|x) during training, since finding an
argmax of a probability distribution is often an easier problem than finding
the entire probability distribution. Training via the voted perceptron algorithm
(Collins, 2002) or using a max-margin criterion also correspond to the first op-
tion (e.g. McCallum and Wellner (2004), Finley and Joachims (2005)). But with-
out the global normalization, the maximum-likelihood criterion motivated by
the maximum entropy principle (Berger et al., 1996) is no longer a feasible op-
tion as an optimization criterion.
1Both McCallum and Wellner (2004) and Roth and Yih (2005) used the voted perceptron algorithm
(Collins, 2002) to train intractable CRFs.
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The second solution simplifies the graph structure for training, and applies
complex global inference only for testing. In spite of the discrepancy between
the training model and the testing model, it has been empirically shown that
(1) performing global inference only during testing can improve performance
(e.g. Finkel et al. (2005), Roth and Yih (2005)), and (2) full-blown global training
can often performworse due to insufficient training data (e.g. Punyakanok et al.
(2005)). Importantly, however, attempts to reduce the discrepancy between the
training and test models — by judiciously adding the effect of global inference
to the training — have produced substantial performance improvements over
locally trained models (e.g. Cohen and Carvalho (2005), Sutton and McCallum
(2005a)).
In this work, we present structured local training, a novel training procedure
for maximum-likelihood training of undirected graphical models, such as CRFs.
The procedure maximizes likelihood while exploiting the benefits of global in-
ference during training by capturing the interactions between local inference
and global inference via hidden variables.
AMotivating Example for Coreference Resolution
In this section, we present an example of the coreference resolution problem to
motivate our approach. It has been shown that global inference-based training
for coreference resolution outperforms training with local inference only (e.g.
Finley and Joachims (2005), McCallum and Wellner (2004)). In particular, the
output of coreference resolution must obey equivalence relations, and exploit-
ing such structural constraints on the output space during training can improve
performance. Consider the coreference resolution task for the following text.
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It was after the passage of this act, that Mary(1)’s attitude towards
Elizabeth(1) became overtly hostile. The deliberations surrounding the act
seem to have revived all Mary’s memories of the humiliations she had
suffered at the hands of Anne Boleyn. At the same time, Elizabeth(2)’s con-
tinuing prevarications over religion confirmed that she was indeed her
mother’s daughter.
In the above text, the “she” in the last sentence is coreferent with both mentions
of “Elizabeth”. However, when we consider “she” and “Elizabeth(1)” in isolation
from the remaining coreference chain, it can be difficult for a machine learning
method to determine whether the pair is coreferent or not. Indeed, such a pair
may not look very different from the pair “she” and “Mary(1)” in terms of feature
vectors. It is much easier, however, to determine that “she” and “Elizabeth(2)” are
coreferent, or that “Elizabeth(1)” and “Elizabeth(2)” are coreferent. Only by tak-
ing the transitive closure of these pairwise coreference relations does it become
clear that “she” and “Elizabeth(1)” are coreferent. In other words, global training
might handle potentially confusing coreference cases better because it allows
parameter learning (for each pairwise coreference decision) to be informed by
global inference.
6.1.1 Key Ideas
We argue that, with appropriate modification to the learning instances, local
training is adequate for the coreference resolution task. Specifically, we propose
that confusing pairs in the training data — such as “she” and “Elizabeth(1)”— be
learned as not-coreferent, so long as the global inference step can fix this error by
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exploiting the structure of the output space, i.e. by exploiting the equivalence
relations. This is the key idea of structured local training, a novel training pro-
cedure for maximum-likelihood training of undirected graphical models, such
as CRFs. The procedure maximizes likelihood while exploiting the benefits of
global inference during training by capturing the interactions between local in-
ference and global inference via hidden variables.
Furthermore, we introduce biased potential functions that redefine the likeli-
hood for CRFs so that the performance of CRFs trained under the maximum
likelihood criterion correlates better empirically with the preferred evaluation
measures such as F-score and MUC-score.
We focus on the problem of coreference resolution; however, our approaches
are general and can be extended to other NLP applications with structured out-
put. Our approaches also extend to non-conditional graphical models such as
Markov Random Fields.
6.1.2 Summary of Results
In experiments on two coreference data sets, structured local training reduces
the error rate significantly (3.5%) for one coreference data set and minimally (≤
1%) for the other. Experiments using biased potential functions increase recall
uniformly and significantly for both data sets and both task-specific evaluation
measures. Results for the combination of the two techniques are promising, but
mixed: pairwise F1 increases by 0.8-5.5% for both data sets; MUC F1 increases
by 3.5% for one data set, but slightly hurts performance for the second data set.
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6.2 Structured Local Training
6.2.1 Definitions
For clarity, we define the following terms that will be used throughout this chap-
ter.
• local inference: 2 Inference factored into smaller independent pieces, without
considering the structure of the output space.
• global inference: Inference applied on the entire set of output variables, con-
sidering the structure of the output space.
• local training: Training that does not invoke global inference at each iteration.
• global training: Training that does invoke global inference at each iteration.
6.2.2 A Hidden-VariableModel
We now present a general description of structured local training. Let y be a
vector of output variables for structured output, and let x be a vector of input
variables. In order to capture the interactions between global inference and local
inference, we introduce hidden variables h, |h| = |y|, so that the global inference
for p(y, h|x) can be factored into two components using the product rule, as
follows:
p(y, h|x) = p(y|h, x) p(h|x)
= p(y|h) p(h|x)
2In this work, inference refers to the operation of finding the argmax in particular.
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The second component p(h|x) on the right hand side corresponds to the local
model, for which the inference factorizes into smaller independent pieces, e.g.
argmaxhp(h|x) = {argmaxhiφ(hi, x)}. And the first component p(y|h, x) on the
right hand side corresponds to the global model, whose inference may not fac-
torize nicely. Further, we assume that y is independent of x given h, so that
p(y|h, x) = p(y|h). That is to say, h captures sufficient information from x, so that
given h, global inference of y only depends on h. The quantity of p(y|x) then is
given by marginalizing out h as follows:
p(y|x) =
∑
h
p(y, h|x)
Intuitively, the hidden variables h represent the local decisions that can lead
to a good y after global inference is applied. In the case of coreference reso-
lution, one natural factorization would be that global inference is a clustering
algorithm, and local inference is a classification decision on each pair of noun
phrases (or mentions).3 In this work, we assume that we only parameterize the
local model p(h|x), although it would be possible to extend the parameteriza-
tion to the global model as well, depending on the particular application under
consideration. The similarity between a pair of mentions is parameterized via
log-linear models. However, once we have the similarity scores extracted via
local inference, the clustering algorithm does not require further parameteriza-
tion.
For training, we apply the standard Expectation-Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm (Dempster et al., 1977) as follows:
3Formally, we define each yi ∈ y to be the coreference decision for the ith pair of mentions, and xi ∈ x be
the input regarding the ith pair of mentions. Then hi corresponds to the local coreference decision that can
lead to a good coreference decision yi after the clustering algorithm has been applied.
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• E Step: Compute a distribution
P˜(t) = P(h|y, x, θ(t−1))
• M Step: Set θ(t) to θ that maximizes
EP˜(t) [logP(y,h|x, θ)]
By repeatedly applying the above two steps for t = 1, 2, ..., the value of θ con-
verges to the local maxima of the conditional log likelihood L(θ) = logP(y|x, θ).
6.2.3 Application to Coreference Resolution
For yi ∈ y (and hi ∈ h) in the coreference resolution task, yi = 1 (and hi = 1)
corresponds to ith pair of mentions being coreferent, and yi = 0 (and hi = 0)
corresponds to ith pair being not coreferent.
[Local Model P(h|x)] For the local model, we define cliques as individual
nodes,4 and parameterize each clique potential as
φ(hi, x) = φ(hi, xi) = exp
∑
k
λk fk(hi, xi)
Let Φ(h|x) ≡
∏
i φ(hi, xi). Then,
P(h|x) =
Φ(h, x)∑
hΦ(h, x)
Notice that in this model, finding argmaxhP(h|x) corresponds to simply finding
argmax
hi
φ(hi, xi) independently for each hi ∈ h.
4Each node in the graphical representation of CRFs corresponds to the coreferent decision for each pair
of mentions. This corresponds to the “Model 3” of McCallum andWellner (2004).
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ALGORITHM-1
INPUT: x, true labeling y∗, current local model P(h|x)
GOAL: Find the highest confidence labeling y′
such that y∗ = single-link-clustering(y′)
h∗ ← argmaxhP(h|x)
h′ ← single-link-clustering(h∗)
construct a graphG = (V,E), where
E = {h′
i
: h′
i
∈ h′ s.t. y∗
i
= 1}
V = {v : v is a NP referred by a h′
i
∈ E}
with edge cost costh′
i
= φ(h′
i
, xi) if h′i , y
∗
i
with edge cost costh′
i
= 0 if h′
i
= y∗
i
find a minimum spanning tree(or forest) M of G
for each h′
i
∈ h′
if h′
i
= y∗
i
y′
i
← h∗
i
else if h′
i
∈ M
y′i ← 1else
y′
i
← 0end for
return y′
Figure 6.1: Algorithm to find the highest confidence labeling y′ that can be
clustered to the true labeling y∗
[Global Model P(y|h)] For the global model, we assume a deterministic clus-
tering algorithm is given. In particular, we focus on single-link clustering, as
it has been shown to be effective for coreference resolution (e.g. Ng and Cardie
(2002)). With single-link clustering, P(y|h) = 1 if h can be clustered to y, and
P(y|h) = 0 if h cannot be clustered to y.5
[Computation of the E-step] The E-step requires computation of the distri-
bution of P(h|y, x, θ(t−1)), which we will simply denote as P(h|y, x), since all our
distributions are implicitly conditioned on the model parameters θ.
P(h|y, x) =
P(h,y|x)
P(y|x)
∝ P(y|h) P(h|x)
5Single-link clustering simply takes the transitive closure, and does not consider the distancemetric. In
a pilot study, we also tried a variant of a stochastic clustering algorithm that takes into account the distance
metric (set as the probabilities from the local model) for the global model, but the performance was worse.
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ALGORITHM-2
INPUT: x, true labeling y∗, current local model P(h|x)
GOAL: Find a high confidence labeling y′ that is
close to the true labeling y∗
h∗ ← argmaxhP(h|x)
h′ ← single-link-clustering(h∗)
for each h′
i
∈ h′
if h′
i
= y∗
i
y′
i
← h∗
ielse
y′i ← y
∗
iend for
return y′
Figure 6.2: Algorithm to find a high confidence labeling y′ that is close to
the true labeling y∗
Notice that when computing P(h|y, x), the denominator P(y|x) stays as a con-
stant for different values of h. The E-step requires enumeration of all possible
values of h, but it is intractable with our formulation, because inference for the
global model P(y|h) does not factor out nicely. Therefore, we must resort to
an approximation method. Neal and Hinton (1999) analyze and motivate vari-
ous approximate EM training methods. One popular choice in practice is called
“Viterbi training”, a variant of the EM algorithm, which has been shown effec-
tive in many NLP applications. Viterbi training approximates the distribution
by assigning all probability mass to a single best assignment. The algorithm for
this is shown in Figure 6.1.
We propose another approximation option for the E-step that is given by
Figure 6.2. Intuitively, when the current local model misses positive coreference
decisions, the first algorithm constructs a y′ that is closest to h′ for single-link
clustering to recover the true labeling y∗, while the second algorithm constructs
a y′ that is closer to y∗ by preserving all of the missing positive coreference
decisions. 6
6In a pilot study, we found that ALGORITHM-2 performs slightly better than ALGORITHM-1. We also
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[Computation of M-step] Because P(y|h) is not parameterized, finding
argmax
θ
P(y,h|x) reduces to finding argmax
θ
P(h|x), which is standard CRF
training. In order to speed up the training, we start convex optimization for
CRFs using the parameter values θ(t−1) from the previous M-step. For the very
first iteration of EM, we start by setting P(y∗|x) = 1 for E-step, so that the first
M-step will finds argmax
θ
P(y∗|x).
[Inference on the test data] It is intractable to marginalize out h from P(y,h|x).
Therefore, similar to the Viterbi-training in the E-step, we approximate the dis-
tribution of h by argmaxhP(h|X).
6.3 Experiments – Effect of Structured Local Training
Data set: We evaluate our approach with two coreference data sets: MUC6
(muc, 1995) and MPQA7(Wiebe et al., 2005). For the MUC6 data set, we extract
noun phrases (mentions) automatically, but for MPQA, we assumementions for
coreference resolution are given as in Stoyanov and Cardie (2006). For MUC6,
we use the standard training/test data split. For MPQA, we use 150 documents
for training, and 50 documents for testing.
tried two other approximation options, but none performed as well as ALGORITHM-2. One of them
removes the confusing sub-instances and has the effect of setting a uniform distribution on those sub-
instances. The other computes the actual distribution on a subset of sub-instances. For brevity, we only
present experimental results using ALGORITHM-2 in this work.
7Available at http://nrrc.mitre.org/NRRC/publications.htm.
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Configuration: We follow Ng and Cardie (2002) for feature vector construc-
tion for each pair of mentions,8 and Finley and Joachims (2005) for constructing
a training/testing instance for each document: a training/testing instance con-
sists of all pairs of mentions in a document. Then, a single pair of mentions is
a sub-instance. We use the Mallet9 implementation of CRFs, and set a Gaussian
prior of 1.0 for all experiments. At each M-step, we train CRFs starting from the
parameters from the previous M-step. We train CRFs up to 200 iterations, but
because we start training CRFs from the previous parameters, the convergence
from the second M-step becomes much faster. We apply up to 5 EM iterations,
and choose best performing θ(t), 2 ≤ t ≤ 5 based on the performance on the
training data.10
Hypothesis: For the baseline (BASE) we employ the locally trained model for
pairwise decisions without global inference. Clustering is applied only at test
time, in order to make the assignment on the output variables coherent. We
hypothesize that for the baseline, maximizing the likelihood for training will
correlate more with the pairwise accuracy of the incoherent decisions before
clustering than the pairwise accuracy of the coherent decisions after cluster-
ing. We also hypothesize that by performing structured local training (SLT),
maximizing the likelihood will correlate more with the pairwise accuracy after
clustering.
8In particular, our feature set corresponds to “All Features” in Ng and Cardie (2002), and we discretized
numeric values.
9Available at http://mallet.cs.umass.edu.
10Selecting θ(t) on a separate tuning data would be better, but the data for MUC6 in particular is very
limited. Notice that we don’t pick θ1 when reporting the performance of SLT, because it is identical to the
baseline.
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Table 6.1: Performance of Structured Local Training: SLT reduces error
rate (e %) after applying single-link clustering.
MUC6
after clustering before clustering
e % R % P % F % e % R % P % F %
BASE 1.50 59.2 56.2 57.7 1.18 38.0 85.6 52.6
SLT 1.28 49.8 67.3 57.2 1.35 26.4 84.3 40.2
MPQA
after clustering before clustering
e % R % P % F % e % R % P % F %
BASE 9.83 75.8 57.0 65.1 7.05 52.1 83.4 64.1
SLT 6.39 62.1 80.6 70.2 7.39 43.7 90.1 58.9
Results: Experimental results are shown in Table 6.1. We report error rate
(error rate = 100 − accuracy) on the pairwise decisions (e %), and F1-score (F
%) on the coreferent pairs.11 For comparison, we show numbers from both after
and before single-link clustering is applied. As hypothesized, the error rate of
BASE increases after clustering, while the error rate of SLT decreases after clus-
tering. Moreover, the error rate of SLT is considerably lower than that of BASE
after clustering. However, the F1-score does not correlate with the error rate.
That is, a lower error rate does not always lead to a higher F1-score, which mo-
tivates the Biased Potential Functions that we introduce in the next section. Notice
that when we compare the precision/recall breakdown after clustering, SLT has
higher precision and lower recall than BASE.
11Error rate and F1-score on the coreferent pairs are not ideal measures for the quality of clustering,
however, we show them here in order to contrast the effect of SLT. We present MUC-scores for the same
experimental settings in Table 6.3.
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6.4 Biased Potential Functions
We introduce biased potential functions for training CRFs to empirically favor pre-
ferred evaluation measures for the learning task, such as F-score and MUC-
score that have been considered hard for traditional likelihood-based methods
to optimize for. Intuitively, biased potential functions emphasize those sub-
components of an instance that can be of greater importance than the rest of an
instance.
6.4.1 Definitions
The conditional probability of P(y|x)12 for CRFs is given by Lafferty et al. (2001)
P(y|x) =
∏
i φ(Ci , x)∑
y
∏
i φ(Ci, x)
where φ(Ci, x) is a potential function defined over each clique Ci . Potential func-
tions are typically parameterized in an exponential form as follows.
φ(Ci , x) = exp
∑
k
λk fk(Ci, x)
where λk are the parameters and fk(·) are feature indicator functions. Because the
Hammersley-Clifford theorem (Hammersley and Clifford, 1971) for undirected
graphical models holds for any non-negative potential functions, we propose
alternative potential functions as follows.
ψ(Ci, x) =
{
βφ(Ci , x) if µ(Ci, x) = true
φ(Ci , x) otherwise
12For the local model described in Section 2, y should be replaced with h. We use y in this section
however, as it is a more conventional notation in general.
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where β is a non-negative bias factor, and µ(Ci, x) is a predicate (or an indicator
function) to check certain properties on (Ci, x).13 Examples of possible µ(·)would
be whether the true assignment for Ci in the training data contains certain class
values, or whether the current observation indexed by Ci has particular charac-
teristics. More specific details will be given in §4.2.
Training and testing with biased potential functions is mostly identical to
the traditional log-linear formulations by φ(·) as defined above, except for small
and straightforwardmodifications to the computation of the likelihood and the
derivative of the likelihood.
The key idea for biased potential functions is nothing new, as it is concep-
tually similar to instance weighting for problems with non-structured output
(e.g. Aha and Goldstone (1992), Cardie and Nowe (1997)). However, biased
potential functions differ technically in that they emphasize desired subcompo-
nents without altering the i.i.d. assumption, and still weight each instance alike.
Despite the conceptual simplicity, we are not aware of any previous work that
explored biased potential functions for problems with structured output.
6.4.2 Applications to Coreference Resolution
[Bias on Coreferent Pairs] For coreference resolution, pairs that are coreferent
are in aminority class14, and biased potential functions canmitigate this skewed
data problem, by amplifying the clique potentials that correspond to coreferent
13In our problem formulation, cliques are individual nodes, and potential functions are defined over the
observations indexed by the current i only: i.e. φ(Ci , x) = φ(yi, xi), µ(Ci , x) = µ(yi, xi) and ψ(Ci , x) = ψ(yi, xi).
14Only 1.72% of the pairs are coreferent in the MUC6 data, and about 12% are coreferent in the MPQA
data.
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pairs. We define µ(yi, xi) to be true if and only if the true assignment for yi in the
training data is ’coreferent’. Notice that µ(·) does not depend on what particular
value yi might take, but only depends on the true value of yi in the training data.
For testing, µ(yi, xi)will be always false.15
[Bias on Closer Coreferent Pairs] For coreference resolution, we hypothesize
that coreferent pairs for closer mentions have more significance, because they
tend to have clearer linguistic clues to determine coreference. We further hy-
pothesize that by emphasizing only close coreferent pairs, we can have our
model favor the MUC score. For this, we define µ(yi, xi) to be true if and only if
xi is for a pair of mentions that are the closest coreferent pair.
6.5 Experiments – Effect of Biased Potential Functions
Data sets and configurations for experiments are identical to those used in §3.
Hypothesis: We hypothesize that using biased potential functions, maximiz-
ing the likelihood for training can correlate better with F1-score or MUC-score
than the pairwise accuracy. In particular, we hypothesize that biasing on every
coreferent pair will correlate more with F1-score, and biasing on close coreferent
pairs will correlate more with MUC-score. In general, we expect that biasing on
coreferent pairs will boost recall, potentially decreasing precision.
15Notice that µ(yi, xi) changes the surface of the likelihood for training, but does not affect the inference
of finding the argmax in our local model. That is, argmax
yi
φ(yi, xi) = argmaxyiψ(yi, xi) (with yi replaced with
hi).
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Table 6.2: Performance of Biased Potential Functions: pairwise scores are
taken before single-link-clustering is applied.
MUC6
pairwise MUC
e % R % P % F % R % P % F %
BASE 1.18 38.0 85.6 52.6 59.0 75.8 66.4
BASIC-P11.5 1.20 38.9 82.1 52.8 64.2 71.8 67.8
BASIC-P13.0 1.32 46.9 71.3 56.6 68.9 64.3 66.5
BASIC-Pa1.5 1.15 44.2 79.9 56.9 62.1 68.7 65.2
BASIC-Pa3.0 1.44 52.5 62.9 57.2 70.9 60.5 65.3
MPQA
pairwise MUC
e % R % P % F % R % P % F %
BASE 7.05 52.1 83.4 64.1 75.6 81.5 78.4
BASIC-P11.5 7.18 54.6 79.6 64.8 77.7 76.5 77.1
BASIC-P13.0 7.22 59.9 75.4 66.8 83.3 71.7 77.1
BASIC-Pa1.5 7.65 59.7 72.2 65.4 79.8 73.2 76.4
BASIC-Pa3.0 8.22 69.2 65.1 67.1 85.8 67.8 75.7
Results [BPF]: Experimental results for biased potential functions, without
structured local training, are shown in Table 6.2. BASIC-P1β denotes local train-
ing with biased potential on the closest coreferent pairs with bias factor β, and
BASIC-Paβ denotes local training with biased potential on the all coreferent pairs
with bias factor β, where β = 1.5 or 3.0. For brevity, we only showpairwise num-
bers before applying single-link-clustering.16 As hypothesized, biased potential
16This is because we showed in §3 that basic local training does not correlate well with pairwise scores
after clustering, and in order to see the direct effect of biased potential functions, we examine pairwise
numbers before clustering.
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Table 6.3: Performance of Biased Potential Functions with Structured Lo-
cal Training: All numbers are taken after single-link clustering.
MUC6
pairwise MUC
e % R % P % F % R % P % F %
BASE 1.50 59.2 56.2 57.7 59.0 75.8 66.4
SLT 1.28 49.8 67.3 57.2 56.3 77.8 65.3
SLT-P11.5 1.19 52.8 70.6 60.4 59.3 74.6 66.1
SLT-P13.0 1.42 63.5 57.9 60.6 67.5 70.7 69.1
SLT-Pa1.5 1.43 58.6 58.5 58.5* 64.0 73.6 68.5
SLT-Pa3.0 1.71 65.2 50.3 56.8 70.5 69.3 69.9*
MPQA
pairwise MUC
e % R % P % F % R % P % F %
BASE 9.83 75.8 57.0 65.1 75.6 81.5 78.4
SLT 6.39 62.1 80.6 70.2 69.1 88.2 77.5
SLT-P11.5 6.54 64.9 77.4 70.6* 72.2 84.5 77.9*
SLT-P13.0 9.09 77.2 59.6 67.3 78.4 79.5 78.9
SLT-Pa1.5 6.74 65.2 75.7 70.1 72.4 87.2 79.1
SLT-Pa3.0 14.71 78.2 43.9 56.2 80.5 73.8 77.0
functions in general boost recall at the cost of precision. Also, for a fixed value
of β, BASIC-P1β gives better MUC-F1 than BASIC-Paβ , and BASIC-Paβ gives better
pairwise-F1 than BASIC-P1β for both data sets.
Results [SLT+BPF]: Experimental results that combine SLT and BPF are
shown in Table 6.3. Similarly as before, SLT-Pxβ denotes SLT with biased po-
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tential scheme Px, with bias factor β. For brevity, we only show numbers after
applying single-link-clustering. Unlike the results shown in Table 6.2, for a fixed
value of β, SLT-P1β correlates better with pairwise-F1, and SLT-Paβ correlates bet-
ter with MUC-F1. This indicates that when biased potential functions are used
in conjunction with SLT, the effect of biased potential functions can be different
from the case without SLT. Comparing F1-scores in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, we
see that the combination of biased potential functions with SLT improves per-
formance in general. In particular, SLT-P13.0 and SLT-Pa1.5 consistently improve
performance over BASE on both data sets, for both pairwise-F1 and MUC-F1.
We present performance scores for all variations of configurations for reference,
but we also mark the particular configuration SLT-Pxβ (by ‘*’ on F1-scores) that is
chosen when selecting the configuration based on the performance on the train-
ing data for each performance measure. To conclude, structured local training
with biased potential functions bring a substantial improvement for MUC-F1
score, from 66.4% to 69.9% forMUC6 data set. For pairwise-F1, the performance
increase from 57.7% to 58.5% for MUC6, and from 65.1% to 70.6% for MPQA.17
6.6 Related Work
Structured local training is motivated by recent research that has shown that re-
ducing the discrepancy between the training model and testing model can im-
prove the performance without incurring the heavy computational overhead of
full-blown global inference-based training. 18 (e.g. Cohen and Carvalho (2005),
17Performance on the MPQA data for MUC-F1 is slightly decreased from 78.4% to 77.9%. Note the MUC
scores for the MPQA baseline are already quite high to begin with.
18The computational cost for SLT in our experiments were about twice of the cost for the local training
of the baseline. This is the case because M-step converges very fast from the second EM iteration, by
initializingCRFs using parameters from the previous M-step. Biased potential functions hardly adds extra
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Sutton and McCallum (2005a), Sutton and McCallum (2005b)). Our work dif-
fers in that (1) we use hidden variables to capture the interactions between local
inference and global inference, (2) we present an application to coreference res-
olution, while previous work has shown applications for variants of sequence
tagging. McCallum andWellner (2004) showed a global training approach with
CRFs for coreference resolution, but they used the voted perceptron algorithm
for training, which no longer maximizes the likelihood. In addition, they as-
sume that all and only those noun phrases involved in coreference resolution
are given.
The performance of our system on MUC6 data set is comparable to previ-
ously reported systems. Using the same feature set, Ng and Cardie (2002) re-
ports 64.5% of MUC-score, while our system achieved 69.9%. Ng and Cardie
(2002) reports 70.4% of MUC-score using hand-selected features. With an addi-
tional feature selection or feature induction step, the performance of our system
might further improve. McCallum and Wellner (2004) reports 73.42% of MUC-
score on MUC6 data set, but their experiments assumed perfect identification
of all and only those noun phrases involved in a coreference relation, thus sub-
stantially simplifying the task.
6.7 Summary of Chapter
We present a novel training procedure, structured local training, that maximizes
likelihood while exploiting the benefits of global inference during training. This
is achieved by incorporating hidden variables to capture the interactions be-
computational cost. In practice, BPFs reduce training time substantially: we observed that the higher the
bias is, the quicker CRFs converge.
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tween local inference and global inference. In addition, we introduce biased
potential functions that allow CRFs to empirically favor performance measures
such as F1-score or MUC-score. We focused on the application of corefer-
ence resolution in this work, but the key ideas of our approaches can be ex-
tended to other applications, and other machine learning techniques motivated
by Markov networks.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary of Contributions
In this dissertation, we explored statistical and computational approaches to
fine-grained opinion analysis. In particular, we tackled the task of extracting
fine-grained opinion elements, extracting fine-grained opinion expressions to-
getherwith their attributes, determining the polarity of the fine-grained opinion
expressions in light of compositional semantics, adapting a general-purpose po-
larity lexicon into a domain specific one, and resolving the coreferent entities.
A common ground in our approaches is that we recognized and exploited task-
specific linguistic structure into the learning and/or inference procedures.
7.2 Future Research Direction
The study performed in this dissertation proves the viability of fine-grained
opinion analysis, and opens new challenges for future research, some of which
are discussed in what follows.
7.2.1 Summarizing Opinions at Web-scale
Opinion-laden text, such as is found in blogs and forums, is ever more preva-
lent than before. Consequently, there are growing practical needs for statisti-
cal methods to automatically generate summaries of prevailing opinions across
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multiple documents, toward a given topic. Some researchers have explored
opinion-oriented summarization (e.g., Titov and McDonald (2008), Lerman and
McDonald (2009), Cheung et al. (2009)), however most of previous work has
focused on the domain of product reviews, and handled a manageable size of
corpus. There has been ample research on extractive summarization techniques
(e.g., Carbonell and Goldstein (1998), Nenkova et al. (2006), Erkan and Radev
(2004)) for summarizing general information without concerning opinions. One
of the recent techniques is based on efficient approximation algorithms exploit-
ing submodularity (e.g., Lin et al. (2009), Lin and Bilmes (2010)), which could be
particularly suitable when handling a very large amount of data.
7.2.2 Objective Subjectivity
Much research for affect and opinion to date has focused on the explicit use of
subjective language (e.g., Wilson et al. (2005)). That is, subjectivity has been
recognized via lexical cues that are strongly indicative of emotions or opinions,
such as “good”, “enthusiastic” or “perplexed”. However, the way humans ex-
press affect and opinion is not limited to the explicit use of subjective lexical
items. More often than not, opinions are expressed via seemingly objective
statements that support one’s affective state of mind. For example, when people
debate whether global warming is actually occurring or not, it is a collection of
factual statements that builds an actual opinion. That is, a particular selection
of objective statements can be already an act of expressing an opinion. But can
we teach computers to recognize this type of subjectivity in disguise as objectivity?
This might be possible, due to the sheer volume of user-created opinionated text
available today. Not only it is an interesting research problem in its own right,
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it is also a problem with practical impact; subjectivity in disguise as objectivity is
particularly prevalent in political blogs and forums. And a system that can rec-
ognize objective statements that form an opinion toward a given topic would be
much more useful than a system that simply judges the polarity of an opinion
appearing in text.
7.2.3 Compositional Rule Induction for Polarity Inference
Compositionality explains a good deal of semantic interpretation of text
(Montague, 1974), however, the challenge is how to design a computational
model that mimics the way human infers the semantic meaning of the text. The
work presented in this dissertation in Chapter 2 exploits the idea of composi-
tionality for fine-grained polarity inference and demonstrates positive results in
empirical study. However, the limitation is that only a handful of hand-coded
compositional rules were employed, which is a crude subset of what would be
used by human. A next step departing from this work would be inducting the
rules automatically from the raw text.
7.2.4 Affect Beyond Opinion
The research pursued in this dissertation has focused on making a rather coarse
categorization of affect and opinion - positive/neutral/negative. However, hu-
man affect is much more intricate than that. Therefore, a desired next step
would be to investigate computational models that can interpret more sophisti-
cated types of affect appearing in text (e.g., Strapparava and Mihalcea (2007)).
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For instance, can we teach computers to detect deception in text (e.g., Mihal-
cea and Strapparava (2009))? Such research can benefit much from other disci-
plines, such as psycholinguistics, psychology, and cognitive science, in devel-
oping computational models that look for evidence of deception. Conversely,
computational models designed by computer scientists can help discovering
new insights that have not been previously recognized in other disciplines.
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